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1 
INTRODUCTION 
Increasing worldwide demand for animal protein and 
growing pres sure on the available cereal grains by an in-
creas ing world populat ion make it imperative that bee f pro­
duct ion efficiency increase . However , consumers wi ll con­
tinue to demand a qual ity product that is lean , b onel ess and 
free from exces s  fat . This trend will accel erate as the 
costs of production and ultimate cost to the consumer in­
creases ( Cross and Al l en , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
Presently , the intact male ·may o ffer potent ial in 
improving growth e ffic ie.ncy and providing a des irable product 
to the consumer . Res earch indicates that bul l s  ut il i z e  feed 
more eff ic iently , grow faster and produce a leaner carcass 
with more retail product than steers ( Field , 19 7 1  and Seide­
man et al . ,  19 8 2 a )  However ,  Se ideman et al . ( 19 8 2 a )  also 
indicated that meat production from intact males has encount� 
ered strong res istance from packers because o f  more diffi-
. culty in slaughtering procedures , heavier carcass we ights and 
lower US DA qual ity grades . Cross and Al len ( 19 8 2 ) stated 
that intact male bee f has not attracted packer acceptance due 
to an unsure consumer acceptance at the reta i l  leve l because 
of dif ferences in color , texture and fat distribution . In 
addition , cooked meat from young bul ls is often l ess tender 
than steer beef . 
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The primary goal of the meat industry i s  to maximi ze 
the value and util i z ation of skeletal muscle meat . The 
average carcas s  yields approximately 3 0  percent primal cuts 
( rib and loin )  for which there i s  a ready market · with a 
minimum o f  process ing labor . Unfor�unately , these primal 
cuts are a stabl e commodity and competition l imits the pro-
fits from these cuts . The remaining 7 0% o f  the carcass 
consists o f  cuts that are less tender , less pal atab l e  and 
general ly less des irable . Some of these products are sold 
with a minimum o f  processing at a lower price , while cuts 
with a high percentage o f  connective tissue a re further 
processed into ground beef , frankfurters and sausage . 
Increas ing the value of  these lower qual ity , less desired 
cuts has economical ly pre·s sured the meat industry to develop 
a new technology . 
Restructuring involves the use of less valuable cuts , 
reducing the part icle s i z e , mixing and forming these part-
� 
icles into a product resembl ing an intact muscle . In addi-
tion to the uti l i z at ion of trimmings and lower qua l ity cuts 
from the carcass! restructured process ing of fers other advan-
tages . These include : (1) controlled s i�e , we ight and shape 
of each portion ; ( 2 )  a boneless product ; (3) formulation to 
speci fied compos itiona.l standards ; (4 ) control o f  fat con-
tent ; ( 5 )  poss ib�e pro�ein , vitamin and mineral forti fica-
tion ; (6) convenience ; ( 7 )  reduction o f  connective tissue ; 
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( 8 )  abil ity to different iate product through various flavor­
ings and seasonings ; ( 9 )  control of texture ; ( 1 0 )  inter­
mediate value (priced between ground bee f and intact steaks ) 
and ( 1 1 )  excel l ent sensory chacteristics ( Ferren , 
Anon , 19 7 3 ; Mandigo , 1 9 7 4  and 1 9 7 5 ; Farrington , 
LeMaire , 19 7 8 ; Ockerman , 19 7 9 ; Breidenstein , 19 8 2 ) . 
The meat industry presently util izes large , 
19 7 2 ; 
1 9 7 5 ; 
ineffi-
cient storage coolers for cool ing carca sses rather than more 
efficient systems for cool ing edible boneless meat . When 
these facilities are combined with the practice o f  chi l l ing , 
reheating and rechil l ing tons of product each day , the need 
for efficient proces sing systems becomes evident . It is this 
inefficiency which has led to hot process ing ( Henrickson , 
198 2 )  • 
Hot proces s ing is the removal o f  bone and trim prior 
to chill ing and it has several possible economic bene fits : 
(1) removal o f  bone and trim prior to chill ing which reduces 
the energy required to chi l l ; ( 2 )  more rap id chi l l ing ; ( 3 )  
decreased refrigeration space required ; ( 4 ) reduced cooler 
shrink ;  ( 5 )  increased product turnover ( Henrickson , 19 7 5 ; 
Wil l iams , 19 7 8 ; Smith , 19 8 0 ; Kastner , 1 9 8 2 ) . Also , Solomon 
and Schmidt ( 19 8 0 )  have shown that the ease of salt-so luble 
protein extraction from prerigor muscle may alter the pro­
cess ing procedure _al l owing shorter mixing times , l arger part­
icle s i z e  and reduced salt levels while sti l l. achieving a 
satis factory b ind . 
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The use o f  hot processed , prerigor muscle in 
restructured steaks may also have some disadvantages . Most 
importantly : { 1 ) a decrease in tenderness due to cold short­
ening or thaw rigor and ( 2 )  difficulty in handl ing and trim­
ming hot musc l e  ( Wil l i ams , 19 7 8 ; Kastner , 19 7 7 ) . However , 
conditioning s ides at near physiological temperatures for a 
period of  3 - 6 h postmortem may alleviate tenderness problems 
as soc iated with hot processed muscle ( Henrickson et al . ,  
19 7 4 ; Falk et al . ,  1 9 7 5 ) . 
The obj ectives o f  thi s  research were : 
( 1) To examine the di fferences in performance and carcass 
characteristics between South Devon bul ls and steers . 
{ 2 )  To identi fy any differences in-the qual ity of  chunked 
and formed steaks caused by sex dif ference . 
(3) To incorporate hot process ing and _ high temperature 
conditioning into the process ing scheme of chunked and formed 
beef steak and examine their effects on the .biophys ical and 
organoleptic properties of the restructured steaks . 
( 4 )  To examine any differences in the biophys ical and 
organoleptic propert ies of intact loin steaks caused by sex 
and ch ill treatments . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
E ffects o f  S ex on Growth, Carcass and Palatabil ity Traits 
The world supply of food protein is becoming inade­
quate at a startl ing rate . Production us ing present methods , 
cannot meet the demands caused by increas ing popul ations . In 
addition , American consumers are becoming more concerned with 
diet/health i s sues causing them to ins ist on a l ean , nutrient 
dense , cost e ffective product . Because of thes e  demands , 
the young bul l  i s  an attractive alternative to present pro­
duction systems to help optimi ze protein production . 
Growth Characteristics 
Review articles by Hedrick ( 19 6 8 ) , Field ( 19 7 1 ) , and 
Se ideman et al . ( 19 8 2 a )  all indicate. that bul l s  grow faster 
and more efficiently than do steers . Warwick et a l . ( 1 9 7 0 )  
studied the effects o f  castration on the performance of 
. monozygotic bovine twins and found that bul l s  had a 2 3 % 
high�r rate of gain and a 1 6% increase in ga in e f f ic iency . 
Several articles have shown intact males to exh ibit at least 
a 15% increase in daily gain ( Cahil l ,  19 6 4 ; F ield , 19 7 1 ; 
Jacobs et al . ,  1 9 7 5 a , b ;  Araj i et al . ,  19 7 7 ) and others have 
shown at least a 1 0 %  advantage ( Riggs et al . ,  19 6 7 ; Turton , 
19 6 9 ; Ray et al . ,  19 7 6 ) . 
Bidart et al . ( 19 7 0 )  found large differences in feed 
effic iency when f�ed consumed was expressed in ga in of edible 
product .  Steers consumed 12 . 8  Meal digest ible energy per kg 
of edible product while bull s  consumed 6 . 0  Meal . Gregory and 
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Ford ( 19 8 3 )  found that castrated males required 4 0 . 4 % more 
metabol i z able energy and dry matter/kg of gain than non­
implanted intact males . 
Arthaud et al . ( 19 7 7 ) showed that intact ma les 
sl aughtered at four d i fferent ages ( 12 ,  15 , 18  and 2 4  mo) 
ga ined· faster and were more efficient than their castrated 
counterparts . Hedrick ( 19 6 8 )  summari z ed that the dif ference 
in ga in , due to sex , was cons istent regardless of age , type 
or weight for a given group . 
Price and Yeates ( 1 9 6 9 ) reported that prior to 
puberty , intact males had a sl ight advantage ( 0  to 5% ) in 
growth rate ; however , with the increased androgen product ion 
at puberty , there is a l ikel ihood for higher future gains . 
The increased growth rate and feed efficiency advantage pos ­
sessed by bul l s  has been greater on high concentrate than on 
low concentrate diets (Harte , 19 6 9 ; Price and Yeates , 1 9 6 9 ) . 
Bidart et al . ( 19 7 0 )  showed that intact males produced 2 0% 
more protein by we ight per day per unit of digestible energy 
consumed than steers . This increase in protein was as so­
ciated with a pos itive nitrogen balance which has been as­
cribed to the protein anabol ic effects of testicul ar hormones 
( Galbra ith et al . ,  1 9 7 8 ) . 
Carcass Characteristics 
Ntunde et al . ( 19 7 7 ) reported that 
Fries ian cattle fed to 7 . 0  mm fat thickness, 
more days on feed to reach a fat thickness 
with Hol stein­
bul l s  required 
endpoint but 
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yielded s igni ficantly heavier carcasses that contained less 
trimmable fat and a higher lean to fat rat io than steers . 
Other researchers ( Nichol s et al . , . 1 9 6 4 ; Tanner et al . ,  19 7 0 ; 
Jacobs et al . ,  19 7 7 a ; Landon et al . ,  19 7 8 , Crouse et al . ,  
19 8 3 ; Johnson et al . ,  1 9 8 3 and Klastrup et al . ,  1 9 8 4 ) have 
al so reported that bul l s  have less subcutaneous fat , more 
longissimus muscle area and less kidney fat than steers . 
Because intact mal es had less subcutaneous fat , F ield ( 1 9 7 1 )  
reported that bul l s  should have lower dressing percentages . 
However , Hedrick ( 19 6 8 ) , Field ( 19 7 1 )  and Araj i et al . ( 19 7 7 ) 
have found no measurable differences in dress ing percent 
between bul l s  and steers . In fact, Smith ( 19 8 2 ) stated that 
heavier muscled bull s  can dress as high as steers with more 
external fat s ince dress ing percentage is higher a s  animals 
increase in either fat or muscle . 
Arthaud et al . ( 19 6 9 ) compared the carcass tra its of 
Angus bul l s  and steers . Bull s  produced 1 3 . 2  kg more total 
reta il product than steers of equal carcas s  weight while 
consuming 14 1 . 0  kg less total digestible nutrients . There 
were -no di fferences in rib and loin weight , but bul l rounds 
and chucks were heavier . warwick et al . ( 1 9 7 0 )  reported that 
bul ls produced a 12 % higher yield of lean from the 9 - 1 0 -11 
rib cut . Bidart et al . ( 19 7 0 )  found intact males produced 
3 8 %  more edible _product per unit of digestible energy con­
sumed than castrates . This lean production di fference was 
the result of both reduced digestible energy required per 
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unit of carcass weight gain and increased percentage of 
edible product in carcasses of intact males . 
Kay and Houseman ( 19 7 4 ) reported that bul l carcasses 
contain approximately 8 %  more muscle and 3 8 %  l e s s  fat than 
steer carcas ses . Us ing the Murphy et al . ( 1 9 6 0 )  estimat ing 
equation , Field ( 19 7 1 )  stated that bul l s  had an average yield 
advantage over steers of 2 . 6 % in estimated bonel ess chuck , 
rib , loin and round� Champagne et al. ( 19 6 9 )  found a di f-
ference of 4 . 8 % in actual carcass cutout ; whereas , Gortsema 
et al . ( 19 7 4 )  and Jacobs et al . ( 19 7 7 a )  found di f ferences of 
over 9 %  between bull s  and steers us ing actual cutout data . 
Cros s · and Al len ( 19 8 2 ) reported that it was d i f f icult to 
determine i f  the need for using diff�rent predict ion equa­
tions for est imating compos ition of bull s  was due to differ-
ences in sex or to the lack of variation in outs ide fat in 
the bul l  carcasses . Differences in percentage bone are 
small , but bul l  carcasses have much higher muscle to bone 
ratios than steer carcasses ( Berg and Butterfield , 1 9 6 8 ) . 
Riggs et al . ( 19 67 )  stated that bul l s  produced bone-
less beef at 1 1 %  less cost per unit of weight than steers . 
Jacobs et �1. ( 19 7 7 a )  reported that on a boneless bas i s , bul l 
. 
carcas ses contained 5 8 %  less crude fat and 2 3 %  more crude 
protein than steer carcasses . In addition , bul l s  had 17% 
less cutting trim waste and yielded 5 . 5 % more boxed beef than 
steers . Bul l s  were worth approximately 1 5 %  more than steers 
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to the reta iler because of higher in- store reta il  yields . 
Ray et al . ( 19 7 6 )  and Landon et al . ( 19 7 8 ) also reported that 
total retail  cuts were greater for bul l s  than for steers . 
Stud ies conducted by ( Field 197 1 ;  Ray et al . ,  . 19 7 6 ; 
Araj i et al . ,  1 9 7 7 ; Crouse et al . ,  1 9 8 3 ; Gregory and Ford , 
19 8 3 ; and Johnson et al . ,  19 8 3 ) have shown that intact males 
have less intramuscular fat and lower USDA qual ity grades 
than castrates� JacQbs et al . ( 19 7 5 ) found in a three year 
proj ect that bull s  had consistantly lower qual ity grades than 
steers . The authors rea l i z ed that thi s  difference may be 
partially due to a shorter t-ime on the finishing diet . 
Further studies indicated that a longer time on the · high 
energy diet improved the qual ity grad�s for bul l s , but they 
were still  below the qual ity grades for steers . 
Arthaud et al . ( 19 7 7 ) studied the characterist ics of 
bull s  �nd steers fed at dif ferent energy level s  and ki l l ed at 
four different ages ( 1 2 ,  15 , 18 and 2 4  mo) . Their results 
show that except for the 12 -mo age group , qual ity grades and 
marbl ing scores were higher in · steers than bul l s  for each 
energy level . S ink et al . ( 19 8 3 ) slaughtered bul l s  and 
steers at 8, 12 , 16  and 2 0  mo of age . Bul locks conta ined 
more marbl ing than steers at 8 mo of age, but the oppos ite 
was true for the other age groups . Marbl ing in the bul l ock 
longiss imus muscle d id not change s igni fcantly from 8 to 2 0  
me ; whereas , the steers increased in marbl ing creat ing a 
large dif ference in marbl ing level s at 12 , 1 6  and 2 0  mo · o f 
1 0  
age . Klastrup et al . ( 19 8 4 ) found differences in qual ity 
grade between bul l s  and steers to be insignificant . 
Bul l carcas ses are more matur·e phys iologically on the 
bas is  of  bone oss i fication and lean color than carcasses from 
steers of the same chronological age { Gl imp et al . ,  1 9 7 1 ) . 
Reagan et al . ( 197 1 ) . stated carcasses from steers were more 
youthful than carcas ses from bul l s  o f  comparable chronolog­
ical age . However ,  bone oss i fication was the primary factor 
af fecting maturity evaluation in steer carcas s es , whi l e  lean 
color was the major factor affecting variat ion in matur ity 
scores for bull carcas ses . Sax x chronological age inter­
actions were observed by Arthaud et al . ( 19 7 7 ) for secondary 
sex characteristics and physiological maturity . At 1 2  mo of 
age , di fferences between bul l s  and steers in carti l age deve l­
opment were ins igni ficant , but at older ages , bull carcasses 
cons i stantly exhib ited more advanced maturity . Crouse et al . 
( 19 8 3 )  reported that bul l  beef possessed more advanced lean 
maturity · ratings than steers . However ,  results from Klastrup 
et al . ( 19 8 4 ) indicated no di fference in lean maturity be­
tween bull s  and steers . 
Numerous other scientists have reported that meat 
from bul l s  is darker in color and coarser in texture than 
meat from steers ( Field , 19 7 1 ; Jeremiah , 19 7 8 ;  Price and 
Tennessen , 19 8 1 ;  R�l ey et al . ,  19 8 2 ) . Under stress free pre­
slaughter conditions , no differences in lean color between 
bul ls and steers are usual ly reported (Rhodes ,  · 1 9 6 9 ) . As a 
1 1  
result of  h i s  research , Field ( 19 7 1 )  suggested that because 
of  their temperament , bul l s  may be more eas ily stres sed than 
steers, and therefore are poss ible candidates for dark-cut­
ters . Kousgaard ( 19 7 5 ) reported over 18 % of young bul ls 
studied had a 24 h pH values greater than 6 . 0 , result ing in a 
signi f icantly darker l ean color than steers . Price and Tenn­
esson ( 19 8 1 )  found that in marketing bul l s , load size  
ef fects were not s igni ficant but mixing and regroup ing 
strange bul l s  together s igni ficantly increased the inc idence 
of dark-cutting muscle ( 2  vs 7 3 % )  • . 
Sorensen ( 19 7 8 ) , as quoted from Cross and Al len 
( 19 8 2 ) , investigated the use of a highly digestib l e  feed for 
young bul l s  prior to sl aughter to make it pos s ib l e  to raise 
the muscle glycogen content prior to death . The results 
indicated that the high energy diet could increase the glyco­
gen content , al low a lower ultimate postmortem muscle pH and 
a lower inc idence of dark-cutting . 
Palatabi lity Characteri�t ics 
Pearson ( 1 9 6 6 )  reported that tenderness i s  the s ingle 
most important attribute contribut ing to consumer accepta­
bil ity of beef . Research by Gl imp et al . ( 1 9 7 1 ) , Albaugh et 
al . ( 1 9 7 5 ) , Arthaud et al . ( 19 7 7 ) , Ntunde et al . ( 19 7 7 ) ,  and 
Gregory et al . ( 19 8 3 ) has shown that bul l  meat is l e s s  tender 
than steer meat , _  but bul l meat had acceptable tenderness 
ratings . In al l studies reviewed by Field ( 1�7 1 ) , meat 
obtained from bul l s  was less tender in co�parison to steers . 
1 2  
Klosterman et al . ( 19 5 4 ) reported only s l ight d i f fer­
ences in tendernes s  between bull s  and steers s l aughtered at a 
relatively young age . Brown et al . ( 19 6 2 ) and Lewis et al . 
( 19 6 5 )  observed minimal tendernes s dif ferences between bul ls 
and steers slaughtered at 1 3  mo of age . Field et al . ( 1 9 6 6 )  
slaughtered steers and bull s  at four dif ferent age periods 
( 3 0 0  to 3 9 9 ; 4 0 0  to 4 9 9; 5 0 0  to 5 9 9  and 6 0 0  to 6 9 9  d ) . 
Steers were more tender than bulls at all ages . Bull s became 
less tender as age increased , and the 3 0 0  to 3 9 9  d old bul ls 
were s igni ficantly more tender than the older groups . 
Hedrick et al . ( 19 6 9 ) reported that Warner-Bratz l er shear 
force values and_ . sensory panel scores indicated that steaks 
from bul l s  less than 1 6  mo of age were. comparable in tender­
nes s to steaks from steers and heifers of s imilar age , where­
as, steaks from more mature bull s  were less tender .  Huns ley 
et al . ( 19 7 1 )  concluded ·that chronological age may have a 
more adverse effect on tenderness in bul l beef than in steer 
beef . 
In contrast , Reagan et al . ( 19 7 1 )  stated that steaks 
from bul l s  3 8 5  d o f  age were less tender than steaks · from 
steers of  the same age ; however , this difference was not 
apparent between steaks from bul l s  and steers that were 4 8 4  d 
of age . It was apparent in this study that steaks from bull 
carcasses were co�s iderably more variable in tenderness than 
were those from steer carcasses . Ray et al . ( 19 7 1 )  found 
1 3  
that o n  a large scale consumer test , retail cuts from the 
bull carcasses were more acceptable than those from steer 
carcas sses when evaluated for tenderness . 
Results by.Field et al . ( 19 6 6 ) have shown that the 
age related changes in tenderness are s igni f icantly more 
pronounced in bul l s  than in steers or heifers , particul arly 
in muscles high in collagen . These findings suggest that age 
rel ated changes in the cross-l inking of  collagen might be 
rel ated to the s ex of the animals ( Cross et al . ,  1 9 8 2 ) . 
Boccard et al . ( 19 7 9 ) reported that coll agen. content of 
muscle was higher in bull s  than �n steers , regardle s s  of  age , 
and that collagen solubil ity decreased markedly between 12 
and 16 mo in bul l s . Boccard and associates speculated that 
the increase in col lagen in bul ls between 8 and 12  mo of  age 
is concomitant with sexual development and may be controlled 
by some endocrine function in the animal . Crouse et al . 
( 1 9 8 2 ) found that bul l s  were different than steers in synthe-
sis of intramuscular coll agen at or near 12 mo of age . ·The 
increased synthes i s  of  col lagen appears to be influenced by 
testosterone or some other factor associated with puberty . 
Further support is given by Cross et al . ( 19 8 3 ) as their 
results suggest that the variation in tendernes s  associated 
with sex condition was related to the connective tissue 
component of meat �ather than the myofibrillar component . 
Hedrick et al . ( 19 6 9 ) reported that flavor and j uici-
ness scores of cooked steaks were not s igni f icantly �ffected 
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by sex condition . In  a comprehensive review , F ield ( 1 9 7 1 )  
found very l ittle di fferences reported in the fl avor o f  meat 
obta ined from bul l s  and steers . In addit ion , Gl imp et al . 
( 19 7 1 ) , Laflamme and Burges s  ( 19 7 3 ) and Ntunde et al . ( 19 7 7 ) 
also found l ittle difference in overall accept�b i l ity . 
Jacobs et al . ( 19 7 7b ) reported that a tra ined taste panel 
could not detect s igni ficant differences in palatabil ity 
between bul l  and steer top round steaks . However , Reagan et 
al . ( 19 7 1 )  reported that steaks from steer carcas ses were 
ass igned s ignificantly higher flavor scores than steaks from 
bul l s . Forrest ( 19 7 5 )  reported that rib roasts from bul l s  
( l ess than 15 mo) were l e s s  tender , less j uicy , l e s s  fl avor­
ful and received lower overall palatabil ity s cores than 
roasts from steers . In  contrast , on their l arge scale con-
sumer test, Ray et al . ( 19 7 1 )  reported that retai l  cuts from 
the bul l  carcasses were more acceptable than cuts from steer 
carcasses when evaluated for taste and overall acceptab i l ity . 
Sink et al . ( 19 8 3 ) reported that bul ls had higher expre s s ible 
j uice values than steers . 
Hedrick et al . ( 19 6 9 ) and Arthaud et al . ( 1 9 7 7 ) 
reported that chronological age did not seem to influence the 
flavor and j uic ines s  scores of steaks from bul l s . Field et 
al . ( 1 9 6 6 )  reported that flavor and j uiciness s cores of 
steaks were not affected by age of bulis when marb l ing was 
held constant , bu� roasts from older bul l s  were scored loweri 
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Reagan et al . ( 19 7 1 )  noted that steaks derived from bul l s  may 
acquire undes irable flavor traits between the ages of 3 8 5  and 
4 8 4  d of age . 
Although consumers can detect differences in palat­
abil ity between bul l  and steer beef , this does not imply that 
beef from young bull s  is "unacceptable . " It i s  quite pos s i­
ble that either present and future consumers have or wi ll 
have a lower threshold of acceptab il ityjunacceptab i ity than 
did those of the past or that leannes s  is becoming relat ively 
more important than palatabil ity ( above some threshold 
level ) . I f  so , bul l beef should have an excel lent future 
( Cros s , 19  8 2 )  . 
Restructured Meats 
An obj ective of the meat industry i s  to provide the 
consumer with a highly palatable product at a reasonable 
cost . The utilization of less valuable carcas ses ( cows and 
bul l s )  and carcass components ( plates , flanks , etc . ) is  of 
prime interest in periods of economic pressure in the l ive­
stock industry . Economic pressure to minimi z e  cost and max­
imi z e  product ut il i z ation provides the incent ive to develop 
new products us ing less valuable carcas ses and carcass compo­
nents . The overal l  concept of restructured _meat p roducts is 
to util i z e  less expens ive beef cuts to manufacture a product 
that provides s·at is factory eating qual ities at a reasonable 
unit cost ( S eideman and Durl and , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
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Comminution Method 
Reduction of particle s i z e  in the raw meat material 
is usually the f irst step in the restructuring proces s .  
While particle s i z e  reduction is a bas ic step in the process , 
it can be accomp l i shed by a variety of methods . Grinding 
refers to the use of plate grinders with varyi�g p l ate s i z es 
and configurations . Chunking may be accomp l i shed manually ,  
with plate grinders or mechanical dicers . S ectioning in­
volves the separation of entire muscles by seaming . Flaking 
requires the use of an Urschel Comitrol (Urschel Labora­
·tories , Valparaiso , Indiana ) or s imilar p iece of equipment . 
In fl aking , the meat i s  forced against stationary preci s ion­
honed shearing heads , resulting in uniform-s i z ed flakes of 
meat . S l icing involves the formation of thin "wa fer- l ike " 
s l ices of· meat varying in thickness from 2 . 5  mm to 7 . 5  mm 
( Huffman , 19 8 2 ) . 
The advantages claimed for flaking meat when compared 
to grinding include improved texture , retention of natural 
j uices ( less drip loss ) , better cohes ive properties , reduced 
cooking losses , improved sensory characteristics ( accept­
ab il ity of color , flavor , j uic iness , tendernes s )  and reduc­
tion in connective tissue perception ( Fenters and Z iemba , 
19 7 1 ;  Ferren , 19 7 2 ; Anonymous , 19 7 6 ) . Randal l  and Larmond 
( 197 7 )  observed no .difference in bacterial counts or cooking 
loss between fl ake-cut and ground hamburger patties ; however , ·  
flaked patties ·had a lower total drip loss . Although the 
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same comminution s i z e  was used for both grind ing and fl aking 
( 6 . 3 5 mm ) , a trained sensory panel revealed that ground meat 
patties had a finer grind, were more tender, less  rubbery, 
j uic ier and greas ier than flake-cut meat . 
Chesney et al . ( 19 7 8 ) found no differences in water 
holding capacity (WHC ) , cooking loss or shear values between 
fl aked and ground pork . However , an untrained taste panel 
evaluation showed the flaked product to be more cohes ive and 
acceptable overal l  than ground pork . Costel lo et al . ( 1 9 8 1 )  
compared s l i ced , flaked and ground methods of comminution for 
restructured beef steaks . Lee-Kramer shear values indicated 
that both flaked and ground steaks were more tender than 
intact or s l iced round steaks . In contrast to the work of 
Chesney et al . ( 19 7 8 ) , Costello et al . ( 19 8 1 )  found no dif­
ferences in over-al l  palatability ,  regardless of the method of 
comminut ion . It was noted however , that restructured steaks 
manufactured with flaked or ground beef were more mushy and 
crumbly than steaks manufactured with sl iced bee f . Ockerman 
and Organisc iak ( 19 7 9 ) , while studying the qual ity of 
restructured bee f steaks after refrigerated and fro z en stor­
age, found that thinly sl iced beef chuck muscles with 2 %  salt 
and 3% added water could be uti l i z ed to make a des irable 
restructured prod�ct . S l icing can allow for increased ex- . 
tract ion of proteins and the intermuscular fat i s  in such a 
form that it can be evenly dispersed throughout the product 
in the bl ending proc�ss ( Huffman,_ 19 8 2 )  . . 
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Chunking raw meat material s to form a restructured 
product works wel l in the restructuring proces s ( Huffman and 
Cordray , 19 79) . In the chunking procedure , large muscles are 
seamed and manual ly or mechanically cut into chunks� Most 
often, chunks are formed by grinding through a kidney plate 
which gives a more irregular surface to the chunk , result ing 
in more surface area for the extract ion of proteins and , 
therefore , better reforming abil ity than manual chunking or 
use of a dicer ( Huffman , 1 9 8 2 ) . The primary advantage of 
this process is that the final restructured steak product has 
visual and palatab i l ity attributes more nearly resembl ing 
muscle-cut steaks than restructured steaks made with flake­
cut particles ( Huffman , · 1 9 8 2 ; Mandigo , 1 9 8 2 ) . The maj or 
disadvantage o f  the chunking process is that the fat content 
must be lower than that of fl ake-cut products because the fat· 
particle s i z e  is much greater and , there fore , 
not iceable fn the final product ( Huffman , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
more readily 
Al so , Huff-
man and Cordray ( 19 7 9 ) and Barren et al . ( 19 7 9 ) have reported 
that the f inished chunked beef product has a tendency . to 
develop off colors . 
A sectioned and formed meat product is a boneless 
product in which the muscles are separated so that connective 
tissue and exces s  fat can be removed . The muscle is then 
re formed and shaped ( Booren , 1 9 8 0 ) . Tumbling and massaging 
are the two most . popular methods for the product ion of sec­
tioned and formed meat products . 
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Cass idy et al . ( 19 7 8 ) explained that tumbl ing in­
volved the phys ical process of meat rotating in a drum, 
fal l ing and making contact with metal wal l s  and paddl es . .The 
proces s involved a trans fer of kinetic energy and conse­
quently caused the alteration of muscle tissue . Wei s s  ( 19 7 4 ) 
stated that the primary a im of tumbl ing was to produce enough 
prote in exudate cons ist ing mainly of the salt soluble pro­
te ins actin and myos in to effectively promote cohes ion during 
·heating and to develop des irable textural characteristics . 
Massaging is a less severe treatment than tumb l ing .  
S low massaging involved rubbing meat against meat i n  a large 
square stainless steel vat (Anon , 1 9 7 7 ) . Schmidt ( 1 9 7 7 ) 
stated that mas saging was actually a slow mixer des igned to 
act gently and stir l arge chunks of meat . S iegel et al . 
( 19 7 8 a )  stated that the massaging proces� was cons idered as a 
mechanism which not only a ided the extraction and solubil iza­
tion of the myofibrillar protein , but al so acted as a mechan­
ism for the even distribution of the prote ins on muscle 
surfaces . Mandigo ( 19 8 2 ) stated that sectioned and formed 
products have a more des irable intact muscle-l ike texture 
than flaked products . 
Particle S ize 
Particle s i z e  is an important factor a ffect ing the 
texture of restructured meat products ( LeMa ire, 1 9 7 8 ) . . The 
finer the part icle s i z e, the larger the surface area . An 
increase in surface area promotes the release of muscle fiber 
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contents which : ( 1 )  form a moist surface to surface exudate; 
( 2 )  can be solubil i z ed in the pressure of salts and ( 3 )  can 
form ·a bond between s imilar surfaces (Acton, �9 7 2 ) . Acton 
( 19 72)  also showed �hat .the f iner the particle s i z e, the more 
salt-soluble proteins were · extracted . This s ituat ion caused 
lower cooking losses and greater binding strengths . 
Chesney ( 19 7 3 ) reported that the percentage of cook-
ing los s  decreased with decreasing particle - s i z e  in a study 
with pork . Taste _panel evaluation indicated that the smaller 
particle s i z es were more cohes ive , j uicy , more tender and 
acceptable than the l arger s i z e  particles . Chesney et al . 
( 19 7 8 ) compared three grinding s i z es and three di fferent 
flake s i z es for restructured pork . Decreases in cooking loss 
were associated with decreases in particle s i z e ; however, no 
d i fferences in shear force values were observed . Taste panel 
scores indicated that decreasing the particle s i z e  increased 
product bind , j uiciness and tendernes s .  
Popenhagen and Mandigo ( 19 7 8 ) compared -three fl ake 
s i z es and two comminution temperatures· for the product ion of 
restructured pork . Smal ler particles, when processed at 
0 
- 5 . 6  c resulted in a less cohesive , . less tender cooked pro­
o 
duct . Fl ake s i z e  at - 5 . 6  c did not affect cooking loss -or 
0 
WHC . Larger flake s i z es processed at 2 . 2  C were more tender, · 
j uicy and had higher overal l  acceptability, · but had lower 
0 
cooking los ses than small flakes at 2 . 2  c. Popenhagen and 
Mandigo (19 7 8 ) concluded that a . more desirable product could 
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be produced by blending a small flake and a large flake, each 
cut at a different temperature , in a 5 0 : 5 0 rat io . 
Durland et al . ( 19 8 2 ) reported_that overall appear-
ance ratings generally decreased - as particl e s i z e  increased . 
Ne ither moisture l�ss nor total cooking loss were s ign ifi-
cantly affected by part icle s i z e , but fat loss increased as 
particle s i z e  increased . Particle s i z e  had no e f fect on 
sensory scores for flavor or j uiciness . Increased part icle 
s i z e  decreased tendernes s  and overall palatab i l ity .  Booren 
et al . ( 19 7 9 ) found that restructured beef steaks that close.-
-
ly resemble intact steaks could be produced from rounds when 
- ground to a 5 - 7  em part icle s i z e . 
Meat Temperature 
Mandigo ( 19 7 4 ) observed that the temperature of 
the trimmings and meat ingredients used in restructured pro-
ducts is extremely important with respect to the texture and 
· o 
appearance of the finished product . Cold flakes ( -5 C )  are 
important in providing the " b ite " or texture of the finished 
products . Farrington (19 7 5 )  stated that temperature is im-
portant as it determine? the amount of cohes ion in the fin.-
ished product . The exact temperature needed to ensure the 
most des irable sensory attributes varies from product to pro­
o 
duct . Mandigo (1974)  stated that flaking meat above 25-26 F 
0 0 
(- 4 to - 3  C )  caused smearing of the flakes . At temperatures 
0 0 
below 21 F ( -6 C ) , explos ions occurred and fluffy fl akes are 
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the result . Urs chel Laboratories ( 19 7 3 ) recommended that the 
temperature of the meat for restructured meat process ing 
0 0 
should be ma intained at -4  to 4 c during the process ing 
operation . 
Mandigo ( 19 7 5 )  and Popenhagen et al . ( 19 7 3 ) found 
that the leanest trimmings should be flaked through the 
0 
coarser flaking head at the coldest temperatures ( -4 to 
0 
-5 C ) . These trimmings are important for the mouth feel of 
the finished product . The other meat component of the bl end 
is the fatter source of trimmings, flaked through the finer 
o ._o 
head at warmer temperature ( 0  to 2 C ) . The f iner head will 
make the fat part icles a more acceptable s i z e . 
Chesney et al . ( 19 7 8 ) evaluated · three meat tempera-
a o o 
tures ( 3 2 . 3  , 2 . 2  , or -5 . 6  C )  at the time of fl aking or 
grinding . As temperature decreased , cooking losses and War-
ner-Brat z ler shear force values increased . Sensory pane l i sts 
0 
indicated that meat processed at 2 . 2 C was more cohes ive than 
the other temperatures . · This temperature produced a product 
which panelists found more des irable than the low process ing 
temperature . Costello et al . ( 19 8 1 )  observed that steaks 
0 
made from meat fl aked at 2 . 2 c had less visible fat , a finer 
textural appearance and a h�gher overal l  appearance than 
0 0 
steaks produced from - 2 . 2  C and - 5 . 0  C flaking te�perature . 
However , 
0 
5 . 0  C )  
0 
products produced at lower temperature ( -2 . 2 and -
were given higher flavor scores and overal l  palat-
ability ratings by panel ists . 
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Mixing Time 
Fo llowing comminution , mixing is employed as a means 
o f  achieving uni form di stribution of lean and fat components 
and of additives . It also facil itates the extraction of 
intracel lular proteins to the meat surfaces ( Bre idenste in , 
1 9 82 ) .  The length o f  mechanical mixing time is very critical 
to the release of  protein which is required to bind the 
flakes of meat together ( LeMaire , 1 9 7 8 ) . In addit ion , bl end­
ing of flaked meat for restructured meat proces s ing a f fects 
interl ocking of the flakes and allows interaction of air with 
the meat . Blending , therefore , improves color and texture 
through the uni form inclus ion of oxygen through the meat mass 
( Farrington , 19 7 5 ) . 
Bel ohlavy and Mandigo ( 19 7 4 ) and Belohlavy ( 1 975) 
found no s igni ficant ef fect of mixing time on f irmness ,  
binding strength , . penetrometer reading or shear value o f  
flaked products . They concluded that mixing times o f  8 t o  10 
min were the most des irable as these times o f fer a good 
compromise for all  qual ity factors . S imilarly , Farrington 
( 1975) stated that for best results , blendin9 t ime should be 
kept within 8 to 1 0  min . 
Maesso . et al . ( 1 9 7 0 )  looked at various beating or 
mixing times on the b inding qual ity of poultry l oaves . They 
studied blending times ranging from 0 to 6 min . They found 
that mixing longer than three min caused undes irable changes 
in the loaves . In the production of bee f rol l s , Pepper and 
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S chmidt ( 19 7 5 )  found that increas ing mixing time increa sed 
cooking yields but had l ittl e  effect on binding strength . 
Booren et al . ( 19 8 1a )  studied the ef fects o f  various 
mixing times ( 0 ,  6 ,  12 and 18 min ) on qual ity of chunked and 
formed beef steak . Panel evaluations o f  connect ive tissue 
res idue showed no difference for the mixing times . Cooking 
yi elds increased with the increased mixing times through 18 
min . Increased mixing time up to 18 min continued to improve 
the texture , j uic ines s , flavor and tendernes s  values for the 
chunked and formed steak . Durland et al . ( 19 8 2 ) formulated 
flaked steaks with mixing times of 0, 5, 1 0  or 1 5  min . A 
mixing time o f  5 min resulted in higher scores for j uiciness 
and tendernes s as compared to steaks made from meat mixed for 
15 min . Mixing time had no signif icant ef fect on cooking 
los ses or binding strength . The differences in obs ervat ions 
( Booren et al . ,  19 8 1a ,  b vs Durland et al . ,  19 8 2 ) may be the 
result of  different raw materials . Booren et al . ( 19 8 1a , b )  
used coarse ground muscle while Durland et al . ( 19 8 2 ) used 
flaked muscle .  
Coon ( 19 8 2 ) studied different mixing times ( 0 ,  6 ,  12 
or 18 min ) in formulat ing sectioned and formed steaks . The 
results indicated that cooking yields , bind and tenderness of 
restructured prerigor steaks were enhanced by the longer mix 
time . Mandigo ( 19 82 )  stated that protein solubil i z ation that 
occurred during mixing is also a function o f  the temperature . 
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Greater myosin solub i l i z ation occurs at colder temperatures 
approaching the freez ing point of the meat system . Mandigo 
{ 19 8 2 ) further reports that restructured process ing i s  recom­
o 
mended at or near o C for reasons of  protein solub i l i z ation , 
particle f l aking , more effect ive mixing and tenderi z ation 
when the mechanical tenderizer is used . Mixing beef when its 
0 
temperature i s  over 7 . 2  C allows flakes to become mushy and 
the final product to have a rubbery texture . I f  temperatures 
are too low ,  mixing time must be increased to a l l ow suffi-
cient binding to occur (Anon , 19 7 6 ) . 
Solomon ( 1 9 7 9 ) reported that more crude myosin 
could be extracted when vacuum was appl ied to an extraction 
procedure . Thi s  additional myos in could · create a more desir-
a�le bind between meat pieces .  Booren et al . ( 198lb ) studied 
the effects o f  vacuum vs non-vacuum mixing on the chunked 
and formed steaks . S ensory analyses indicated vacuum pro-
cessed steaks had superior bind while ?ther sensory trials 
rema ined unchanged . Subj ective color scores indicated less 
des irable color for vacuum mixing . Us ing spectrophotometric 
analys is . ( %R6 3 0 - %R580 ) ,  vacuum mixing produced less  des ir-
able surface color in f inished steaks . Wiebe and Schmidt 
( 1982 a )  stated that vacuum mixing was respons ible for an 
increased �inding strength of  the restructured steak , but 
showed no e f fect ori · the cook yield . In another study , Wiebe 
and Schmidt ( 1982b ) stated that vacuum mixing lowered the 
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cook yield , but had no ef fect on binding strength of restruc­
tured beef . 
Chemistry o f  Meat Bindinq 
"Restructuring o f  meats " refers to the b inding to­
gether of  meat p ieces , to form a cohes ive mass . The binding 
of  these �eat p ieces is achieved by solubiL i z ing protein , 
bringing the soluble protein to the meat particle surface , 
putting meat part icles in contact with each other , press ing 
into more des irable shapes and heat setting thes e  prote ins 
during cooking ( Smith , 1982 ) . The most ·important feature of 
restructured meat products is the abil ity o f  the protein 
matrix formed to effectively bind the meat p ieces together . 
E ffective b ind i s  essential i f  the product i s  to reta in its 
structural integrity during subsequent handl ing and sl icing 
( S chmidt , 1982 ) . 
Role o f  Specific Proteins in Bindinq Meat Protein: 
Muscle proteins can be divided into three groups : ( 1 ) myofib-
ril lar ; ( 2 )  sarcoplasmic and ( 3 ) stromal prote ins . Stromal 
proteins , which include collagen , elastin and reticul in , are 
not salt solubl e and wil l  rema in in muscle t. issue extracted 
with strong salt solutions . The sarcoplasmic proteins con­
sist of myoglobin , hemoglobin and numerous metabol ic enzymes 
and account for 2 0  to 3 0% of the total muscle protein . These 
proteins . are the most eas ily extracted and are clas s i f ied as 
the "water solub l e "  proteins because they can be extracted 
with very low ionic strength solutions · ( 0 .  1 to o. 2M) . 
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The · myofibri l l ar proteins make up 6 0% o f  the total 
muscle proteins . The ma in constituents are myos in { 5 0 - 5 5% ) , 
actin ( 1 5 -2 0% )  and tropomysin . Myofibrillar proteins are 
cons idered " salt solubl e" because they are soluble in 0 . 6M 
salt solutions . S arcoplasmic and myofibril lar proteins are 
relatively eas ily solub i l i z ed and represent a s igni f icant 
portion of the meat proteins . 
The b inding propert ies o f  numerous sarcoplasmic and 
myofibrillar proteins have been studied extens ively . It was 
reported by Fuka zawa ( 19 6 1 a )  that the sarcoplasmic prote ins 
exhibited l ittle influence on the b inding qual ity of meat . 
Swi ft et al � ( 19 6 1 )  studied the capacity o f  fat uptake which 
is of primary importance in emul s ion products . It was con­
cluded that the myo fibril lar proteins were respons ible for 
fat binding and .subsequent particle binding in emul s ion pro­
ducts . The sarcoplasmic proteins were found to exhibit no 
measurable b inding properties unl ess salt was added . The 
myo fibril l ar protein fraction was found to have superior 
binding properties . 
Acton and McCaskil l  ( 19 7 2 ) studied t�e importance . of 
sarcoplasmic prote ins in the binding of meat pieces in paul � 
try loaves . They removed 3 5% of the sarcopl asmic prote ins , 
ma inly from the meat surface , by washing the p ieces with 
deioni z ed water . The b inding abil ity of the washed p ieces was 
measured , e ither with or without 2% added salt . They found 
that the binding abil ity o f  the washed meat · ctibes ,  both in 
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the presence and absence o f  2%  salt , did not d i f fer s igni fi­
cantly from that of the unwashed control meat p ieces . In 
spite of the increased percentage of myo fibril l ar proteins at 
the meat surface , caused by the removal o f  sarcoplasmic 
proteins , there was no increase in binding abi l ity . S iegel 
and Schmidt ( 19 7 9 a )  obtained s imilar results . They found 
that even with complete removal of  the sarcoplasmic proteins , 
there was no s igni ficant increase in binding ab i l ity in the 
presence o f  6 %  salt amd 2 %  sodium tripolyphosphate .  
Mac farlane et al . ( 19 7 7 ) repo�ted that sarcoplasmic 
proteins was found to be a poor binder of meat p ieces , but 
its presence helped to enhance the binding abil ities o f · the 
myofibril lar proteins at l ow salt levels . Ford et al . ( 19 7 8 )  
stated that both subj ective and obj ective measures indicated 
sarcoplasmic 
·
prote ins were poor binders when added to meat . 
pieces being restructured to steakettes . The general conclu­
s ion that can be drawn from previous ly cited research is that 
when the ionic strength o f  the binding matrix is low ( below 
0 . 4M) , the sarcoplasmic proteins make a s igni f icant contribu­
tion to the binding ab il ity of meat pieces . However , when 
the ionic strength is increased beyond 0 . 4M ,  sarcoplasmic 
proteins have l ittle beneficial effect on binding ab il ity 
( Schmidt 1 9 8 2 ) . 
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The myo fibril lar proteins are primarily myosin , 
tropomysin and actin . Fukazawa et al . ( 19 6 1b )  provided elec­
tron microscopy evidence indicating that actin and tropomyo­
s in do not influence the binding qual ity o f  sausage in a 
model system . Myos in in fibrils was found to have the great­
est e ffect on binding . Fukaz awa et al . ( 19 6 1a )  demonstrated 
that myos in conta ined the binding qual ities when extracted 
from the fibril . Free myos in or myos in in the form o f  acto­
myosin was cons idered to play a maj or role in sausage bind­
ing . Acton ( 19 7 2 b )  found that an increase in salt soluble 
protein extractab i l ity and the increase of  binding strength 
were signi f icantly correlated . This research would support 
the hypothes is that salt soluble myofibrillar proteins acted 
as the binding agents . It was generally concluded by 
Fuka z awa et · al . ( 19 6 1 a ) , Samej ima et al . ( 19 69 ) , and Nakaj ama 
and Sato ( 19 7 la ,  b )  that myosin and actomyos in were the 
prote ins most important in binding . In addition they found 
in most cases , that actomyos in was a more e ffective binding 
agent than myosin . 
Macfarlane et al . ( 19 7 7 ) found myosin. to be superior 
to actomyos in at low salt concentrations (below 1 . 0M) . At 
higher concentrations binding o f  actomyos in was s imi lar to 
myos in . The best b inding ab il ity was found in a mixture of 
myosin and sarcoplasmic proteins with no salt present . 
Gal luz z o  and Regenstein ( 19 78a ) found that myos in is the 
most rap idly . solub i l i z ed protein and forms thick , creamy 
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emuls ions in model systems . Al one , the actomyo s in complex 
performs l ike myo s in , and when dissociated , actin and myosin 
act independently . Actin appears to contribute very l ittle 
to good emuls ion formation . When compared to actomyos in ,  
myos in was reported to be a superior emul s i f ier ( Gal lu z z o  and 
Regenstein , 1 9 78b ) . Ford et al . ( 19 78 )  stated that myos in 
had the highest binding ab il ity in beef steakettes when 
analyz ed both subj ectively and obj ectively . S iegel et al . 
( 19 78a ) found actin and myosin extraction to be a prerequi­
s ite for good binding qual ity . Siegel and Schmidt ( 1 9 7 9 a )  
reported the binding abil ity of  myos in i n  a model system o f  
meat p ieces was superior t o  any other combination o f  muscle 
prote ins . When the mole ratios o f  myos in to act in were 
compared under s imilar conditions , a higher rat io was pos i­
tively correlated with better binding . Turner et al . ( 19 7 9 ) 
demonstrated that myos in binds better than actomyos in and 
that the rate o f  extraction does not change myos in ' s  binding 
abil ity . 
A 
of Yasui 
pos s ibl e explanation may be found in the research 
et al . ( 198 0 )  for the discrepanc �es in results 
between researchers on the comparison of which in a better 
binder , myos in or actomyos in . Yasui et al . ( 1 98 0 )  showed 
that the addition o f  myos in to actomyos in produced a gel that 
was much stronger than either myosin or actomyos in when used 
separately . Thus , the results reported by Macfarl ane et al . 
( 1 9 7 7 )  may be explained by the interact ion o f  the added 
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myosin with the actomyosin present on the surface o f  the meat 
to form a strong binding matrix and the inabil ity o f  acto­
myosin to do s imil arly . 
Salt as a Meat Additive : The most important func ­
tional property o f  sodium chloride is its abi l ity to in­
crease the extractabfl ity of salt soluble proteins . Th is in 
turn increases binding of proteins , fat and water ( Kraml ich , 
19 7 3 ) .  The mechanisms by which salts increase the binding 
abil ity o f  a protein matrix are : ( 1 )  By increas ing the 
amount o f  protein extracted , ( 2 )  by altering the i onic and 
pH environment so that the resultant heat-set protein matrix 
forms a coherent 3 -dimens ional structure ( Schmidt , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
Schnel l  et al . ( 19 7 0 )  demonstra.ted the mechanism o f  
salt o n  myofibril lar protein extraction . In general there 
was a l inear increase for binding as salt concentration 
increased . Cookout decreased about · 6 o% with a 2 %  sodium 
chloride addition . This cookout fraction was analy z ed for 
nucleic acid content . Nucleic acids were found to increase 
by a factor of 2 0  with salt addition . The amount o f  total 
nucleic acids was concluded to be a result of the osmotic 
effect o f  salt caus ing cel l disruption and a rel ease of 
intercellular materials which · would include myo f ibri l lar 
prote�ns . 
Yasui et al . - ( 19 8 0 )  reported that mixtures o f  actin 
and myos in exhibited maximum gel strength at pH 6 . 0  and an 
ionic strength o f  o .  7M . S iegel et al . ( 19 7 9 a )  ·proposed an 
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explanat ion why salts increase gel strength . Us ing scanning 
el ection microscopy , they demonstrated that when myos in and 
_ actomyos in were heated in high ionic-strength solut ions , the 
prote ins formed a coherent three-dimens ional network of fi-
bers . In the absence of  added salts , the same proteins 
formed a spongy structure with l ittl e  strength . They con-
eluded that the characteri stic three-dimens ional structure 
produced by the addition of salts was necessary for the meat 
proteins to produce a satisfactory bind . Yasui et al . 
( 1 9 8 0 )  1 also us ing scanning election microscopy , found that 
the same type o f  structure occured for both myos in and acto-
myos in at pH 6 . 0  and ionic strength o f  0 . 6 .  
Hamm · ( 19 6 0 )  explained the mechanism o f  increased 
water holding capacity upon sodium chloride addition . The 
chl oride ion was bound to the proteins pos itive - charged group 
involving most of  the exposed groups . S od�um was only weakly 
bound to the negative charges . The result was that the 
isoel ectric point was moved towards a l ower pH . Thi s  dis-
placement caused an increased space between the f i l aments at 
or above pH 5 and increased the protein molecules ab il ity to 
bind water . 
Sul zbacher et al . ( 19 6 0 )  reported the addit ion of  
salt increased the ionic strength of the meat mixture and 
caused a structural rearrangement of the meat· prote ins .  This 
action made salt soluble proteins more available for protein 
binding . Maesso et al . ( 19 7 0 )  demonstrated with poultry 
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loaves that even without mechanical treatment , the addit ion 
of salt increased the strength of the bind over the control . 
Acton and McCaskil l  ( 19 7 2 ) reported that by decreas ing parti­
cal s i z e  and increasing amounts of sodium chloride they 
caused the solub i l i z ation of  larger quantities o f  muscle 
prote ins which resulted in a ·stronger bind between meat 
particles . 
Pepper and S chmidt ( 19 7 5 )  stated that salt additio-n 
increased the binding strength of meat p ieces in the form of 
a meat rol l . Reynolds et al . - ( 197 8 )  reported similar results 
for the binding strength of ham rol ls us ing o ,  0 . 5 ,  1 . 0 and 
2 . 0 % salt . When studying the effect of  salt on a flaked , 
cured pork product , Neer and Mandigo ( 19 7 7 ) reported a l inear 
increase in b inding strength as salt addition increased . 
S iegel et al . ( 19 7 8b )  reported that breaking force o f  sec­
tioned and formed ham increased due to salt addition . Dalton 
( 19 7 9 ) observed increased tens ile strength of  the muscle bond 
when salt was added to sectioned and formed pork chops at a 
0 . 5 % level . Huffman and Cordray ( 19 7 9 ) reported s imilar 
increases in bind strength by adding salt to formul at ions of 
restructured pork chop s . 
Phosphate Addition: 
theories explaining the 
S olomon ( 19 7 9 ) proposed four 
role of phosphate on meat : ( 1 ) the 
interaction o f  phosphate ions with prote in ions , ( 2 )  cation 
chelating ab i l ities , ( 3 )  a change in pH and ( 4 )  binding 
interactions with myo s in . Fuka zawa et al . ( 19 6 1c ) found that 
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phosphate added to an extracting solut ion increased the 
amount of extractable protein . This effect depended upon the 
type of  phosphate used , with hexa�etaphosphate l owest , pyro­
phosphate highest and tripolyphosphate intermediate . Froning 
( 19 6 5 and 19 6 6 ) reported that polyphosphates increased the 
binding properties o f  poultry loaf products . Maesso et al . 
( 19 7 0 )  stated that phosphates along with beating increased 
the binding strength o f  meat loaves , when used in combinat ion 
with sodium chloride . Pepper and Schmidt ( 19 7 5 )  and Moore et 
al. . ( 19 7 6 )  also reported increased binding strength when 
phosphates were added with salt in beef rol l s . 
Ockerman . et al . ( 19 7 8 ) reported that the addit ion of 
salt and phosphates along with a short tumbl ing time 
increased the cohesion between meat chunks in cured , canned 
pork . In sectioned and formed ham , S iegel et al . ( 19 7 8b )  
reported that phosphate increased the amount of  exudate on 
the meat surface which increased bind . Krause et al . ( 19 7 8 )  
stated that phosphate addition increased salt migration and 
binding strength in sectioned and formed hams . S chmidt and 
S iegel ( 19 7 8 )  concluded that phosphate increased the extrac-
tion of actin , myo�in and tropomyos in .  The s ite o f  this 
added extraction was primarily on the surface of the meat 
chunks prior to any mechanical treatment . Phosphate alone , 
yielded a superior - product bind than j ust massaging alone . 
However ,  both phosphates and massaging in combination yielded 
an overal l superior product . S iegel et al . ( 19 7 8 a )  found 
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amount of extractable protein . This e ffect depended upon the 
type o f  phosphate used , with hexametaphosphate lowest , pyro­
phosphate highest and trip<?lyphosphate· intermediate . Froning 
( 1 9 6 5 and 19 6 6 )  reported that polyphosphates increased the 
binding · propert ies o f  poultry loaf products . Maesso et al . 
( 1 9 7 0 )  stated that phosphates along with beating increased 
the binding strength o f  meat loaves , when used in comb inat ion 
with sodium chloride . Pepper and S chmidt ( 19 7 5 )  and Moore et 
al . ( 19 7 6 )  also reported increased binding str�ngth when 
phosphates were added with salt in beef rolls . 
Ockerman et al . ( 19 7 8 ) reported that the addition of 
salt and phosphates along with a short tumbl ing time . 
increased the cohes ion between meat chunks in cured , canned 
pork . In sectioned and formed ham , S iegel et al . ( 1 9 7 8b )  
reported that phosphate increased the amount o f  exudate on 
the meat surface which increased bind . Krause et a l . ( 19 7 8 )  
stated that phosphate addition increased salt migrat ion and 
binding strength in sect ioned and formed hams . S chmidt and 
Siegel ( 1 9 7 8 ) concluded that phosphate increased the extrac-
tion of actin , myos in and tropomyos in . The s ite o f  this 
added extraction was primarily on the surface of the meat 
chunks prior to any mechanical treatment . Phosphate al one , 
yielded a superior product bind than j ust massaging alone . 
However , both phosphates an� massaging in combination yielded 
an overal l  superior product . S iegel et al . ( 1 9 7 8 a )  found 
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phosphates t o  have the greatest pos itive effect o n  relative 
percentages of  actin , myosin and tropomyosin in meat surface 
exudate . Thi s  obs ervation is confirmed by data provided by 
Turner et al . ( 19 7 9 ) for myosin . 
Phosphates act to increase water ho lding capacity in 
several ways ( Hamm , 19 7 0 )  • First they cause the parti al 
el imination by precip itation , sequestering or ion exchange of 
2+ 2+ 2+ 
Ca Mg Z n  and alkal ine earth metal s  from the meat 
and increase the spaces between meat prote ins . They also 
cause the partial dissociation of  actomyos in and · change the 
structural arrangement o f  the proteins leaving more s ites 
open for protein-protein interactions . F ina l ly , phosphates 
increase the ionic strength of the meat and cause the pH to 
rise thus increas ing the water holding capacity . 
Non-Meat Proteins: S odium ( from sodium chloride ) has 
been l inked with aggrevated hypertension and has created- an 
incent ive for reducing sodium level s in processed meats . An 
estimated 2 0 % o f  the u . s .  population have some degree o f  
hypertens ion and 1 0 - 3 0 %  o f  these people may bene f it from 
lower sodium intake . (Andres , 1 9 8 2 ) . With this in mind , 
res earch has been going on for a period o f  years to examine 
alternat ive meat . binders as a partial replacement for sodium 
chl oride . For a non-meat protein to be effect ive , it must be 
readily soluble and have binding properties similar to myo-
s in .  
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Froning ( 19 6 6 )  reported that dried mi lk sol ids and 
gelatin were found to increase binding of  ground chicken . 
They were not as  ef fective as natural ly occurring prote ins 
when extracted with appropriate salt and phosphate . Moore et 
al . ( 1 9 7 6 )  compared the binding effects of  delactosed whey , 
soy isol ate and textured soy in cured beef rol l s . The 
del actosed whey was superior to other non-meat prote ins com-
pared , but it had only two-thirds the binding abi l ity of 
myo fibri l l ar proteins extracted with 1% salt and 0 . 2 5 %  phos-
phate . S iegel et al . ( 19 7 9 a )  stated that inj ecting soy 
-
isolates into a ham product and massaging caused y ield and 
sl iceabil ity o f  the intact muscle to increase . The extracted 
myof ibri l lar proteins in this system seemed to enhance the 
intrinsic function o f  the soy isolates . Al so , the soy iso-
late enhances the extractabil ity of  the myofibril lar proteins 
by binding water . 
S iegel et al . ( 19 7 9b ) compared the binding ab il ities 
of selected non-meat prote ins . All non-meat prote ins were 
found to be inferior to the binding values of myo s in and 
actomyos in . When ranked from highest to lowest in binding 
ab il ity , they found the order to be , wheat gluten , egg white , 
corn gluten , calcium reduced dried skim milk , bovine blood. 
plasma , isolated soy protein and sodium caseinate . The abil­
ity of non-meat protein to bind to meat p ieces was rel ated to 
its ab il ity to interact with myosin during heat ing . 
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Cardell o  et al . ( 19a 2 )  stated that 1%  added soy 
isolate to fl aked and formed steaks produced a texture that 
was no di fferent from the flaked and formed steaks containing 
NaCl and TPP . They suggest that soy isolate ass isted in the 
binding o f  meat flakes . Terrell et al . ( 19 8 2 )  evaluated 
binding properties of vital wheat gluten , isolated soy pro­
tein , plasma protein , egg albumen and sodium case inate in 
muscl e-j uncture formation . The control ( no-protein added ) 
and sodium caseinate samples did not form adequate j unctures 
between meat pi eces to measure . Junctures formed with animal 
prote ins ( plasma protein and egg albumen ) were superior to 
j unctures formed with plant proteins (vital wheat gluten and 
· isol ated soy protein ) . Terrel l  et al . ( 19 8 2 ) suggested that 
the decreas ed binding was due to metal ions and ( or )  insoluble 
materials in the plant proteins which may interfere with 
hydrat ion mechanisms of  these protein products , as  wel l  as 
hydrat ion of myo f ibril lar proteins at the meat surfaces . 
Binding a s  a Heat Mediated Reaction : Swi ft ( 1 9 6 5 )  
theori z ed that the binding qua l ities o f  myos in and actomyos in 
may be due to the alpha-hel ical content of  myosin . Hamm 
( 19 6 6 )  stated that the hel ical portions of  the protein 
unravel during heating to a random form . Thes e random forms 
produce cross-l inks both of ionic and hydrogen bonds . Thi s 
cros s-l ink formation is thought to be the bas is o f  heat 
init iated binding (Vadehra and Baker , 1 9 7 0 ) . Rust and Ol son 
{ 19 7 3 ) reported that proteins had two main functions : 
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1 .  During heat process ing these proteins o f  which 
myos in was the maj or constituent , wil l  coagul ate and w i l l  act 
as a bonding agent , holding the meat surfaces together . 
2 .  The same protein which acts as a bonding agents 
wi l l  act as a sealer when thermal ly processed thus fac il it­
ating the retention of the moisture contained in the meat 
tissue . 
Acton ( 19 7 2 a , b )  found that binding strength among 
meat particles was temperature dependent . The temperature 
was critical because it influenced the amount o f  denaturation 
or coagul ation o f  the salt soluble and water soluble prote ins 
( Hamm , 19 6 6 ) . Acton ( 19 7 2b ) reported that binding began at 
0 0 
approximately 4 0  c and reached a maximum of  8 2  c .  Yasui et 
al . ( 19 7 9 )  used pure myos in gel s  and evaluated them with 
scanning el ectron microscopy , nuclear magnetic resonance and 
a gel shear modulus . They concluded that the " so l " to " gel " 
0 0 
state occurs in the temperature range of 4 0  to 8 0  c .  S iegel 
-and Schmidt· ( 19 7 9 a )  also demonstrated that binding ab il ity of 
0 
myosin between meat p ieces increased over thi s  same 40  
0 
to 8 0  c temperature range . 
Effects o f  Additives on Palatabil ity 
Cross and Stanf ield ( 19 7 6 )  concluded that salt is 
bene ficial to consumer preference of fl aked and formed 
steaks . S chwart z and Mandigo ( 19 7 5  and 19 7 6 )  found more 
des irable aromas and increased flavor ratings due to the 
addition of salt to fl aked and formed pork . Juicine s s , raw 
color , cooking loss , TBA values , aroma and flavor were 
improved by the addition of salt and sodium tripolyphosphate 
( STP ) . Dalton ( 19 7 9 ) observed that salt treatments were 
rated more tender and flavorful . 
role in the development 
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S alt was found to play an 
of  des irable chemical , important 
phys ical 
chops . 
and organol eptic properties of sectioned and formed 
Huf fman and Cordray ( 19 7 9 )  confirmed these ob serva -
tions when restructuring with thin sl ices and l ean cubes . 
Hu ffman et al . ( 19 8 1a )  found increased j uicines s , increased 
flavor and more des irabl e  color due to the addition of salt 
to flaked and formed hamburger patties . In flaked and formed 
pork products ,  S chwartz ( 19 7 5 ) reported that phosphate incor­
porat ion yielded better texture and an overal l  superior pro­
duct . Neer and Mandigo ( 19 7 7 ) confirmed these observations 
for cured restructured pork and also noted a l inear increase 
in flavor strength with phosphate addition . Mandigo ( 19 7 6 )  
recommended 0 . 7 5 %  salt and 0 . 12 5%  STP for produc ing flaked 
and formed pork . Mandigo and Booren ( 19 8 1 )  �eported that the 
addition of salt increaed j uiciness , flavor and texture 
ratings . 
Cross and Stanfield ( 19 7 6 )  ·reported that consumer 
panel ists showed the greatest preference for the restructured 
steaks with 3 0 % .fat ( rather than 2 0 % )  and added salt . The 
addition of salt to the formulation enhanced the consumer 
response to all palatab i l ity traits regardl ess o f  fat level . 
Levick ( 1 9 7 8 ) evaluated the effects of  four fat l evel s  ( 1 0 ,  
on restructured pork and beef products . 
beef steak conta ining 10 and 2 0 % fat 
and 4 0  percent fat treatments . In 
2 0 ,  3 0  and 4 0 % )  
Panelists preferred 
rather than the 3 0  
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restructured pork chops , taste panel results revealed higher 
tenderness and j uiciness ratings with increased fat content 
for pork . Lev ick ( 19 7 8 )  concluded that the optimum fat l evel 
for flaked and formed beef and pork was 2 0 % . 
Cookery Methods 
Decareau ( 19 7 1 )  reported that no s ingl e  heating 
device gives perfectly satis factory results . Campbel l  ( 19 7 6 )  
found that cooking restructured pork patties with a convec-
tion oven produced s igni ficantly l ower aroma scores , cooking 
l osses and area changes than with an electric gri l l . No 
differences were observed between the two cooking methods for 
color , visual texture , flavor or eating texture . Campbel l et 
al . ( 19 7 7 ) reported that when comparing oven cooking tempera-
0 0 0 0 0 
tures o f  1 4 9  , 1 7 7 ' · 2 0 4  , 2 3 2  and 2 6 0 c ,  a cooking tempera-
0 
ture of  1 7 7· c was found to have the highest yield o f  cooked 
product as determined by cooking loss . A steak s l iced 1 9 0 mm 
0 
thick and then cooked in a 17 7 C oven was recommended to 
yield the most sati factory results . Quenzer et al . ( 1 9 8 3 ) 
investigated various cooking/preparation methods including 
broasting , oven roasting , gril l ing and deep�fat frying with 
and without breading . Panel ists generally preferred gri l led 
( breaded or unbreaded ) steaks to oven and deep- fat fried 
steaks . 
Restructured Meat Co1or 
The consumer cons iders the bright red color of 
oxymyoglobin · in fresh meat des irable , · while the brown color 
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of metmyogl obin is considered less des irable ( Frank and Sol-
berg , 1 9 7 1 ) . The change of  oxymyoglob in to metmyoglobin 
results from the slow oxidation of the heme iron to its 
ferric state . As thi s  change occurs the meat becomes less 
acceptable to consumers ( Strange et al . ,  1 9 7 4 ) . van den Oord 
and Wesdorp ( 19 7 1 )  stated that at approximately 5 0 %  conver-
s ion to metmyogl obin the meat is unacceptable to most con-
sumers and therefore unsuitable for retail sale . Color ( or 
the perception o f  color) is  an important characteristic of 
restructured meat . Any · deviation from colors perceived in 
. ·-
fresh intact muscle wil l  cause a decl ine in overal l  acce-pt-
abil ity of a _ new product such as a sectioned and formed bee f 
steak · ( Booren and Mandigo , 1 9 8 1 ) . 
Color of  a food has been correlated with sensory , 
nutritional , visual and non-visual defects ( Kr�mer , 19 7 6 ) . 
There fore ,. accurate color measurement is  important in the 
evaluating of  meat products . Color measurements us ing the 
human eye are influenced by l ighting , personal pre ference and 
deficiencies in the eye itsel f .  However ,  the human eye will 
rel ate the total impress ion , while obj ective measures tend to 
evaluate s ingle p igments that are found in a small  area . 
A common method for measuring consumer acceptance of 
color is evaluation by a panel of trained observers . This 
method has several · disadvantages for . evaluation o f  meat 
color . Panel measurements are time consuming , prone to sub-
j ective errors and l imited in the number of  evaluat ions which 
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can b e  made a t  one time ( Strange e t  al . ,  1 9 7 4 ) . There fore , 
an accurate and precise technique is required for determining 
the re lative quantities o f  oxymyoglobin , metmyogl ob in and 
total pigment concentration at the surface o f  the meat 
sample . Refl ectance measurement is a popular method because 
it measures the color on the surface of the meat as observed 
by the consumer and it i s  nondestructive . The method de-
scribed by van den Cord and Wesdorp ( 19 7 1 )  uses %R6 3 0 - %R5 8 0 . 
Reflectance at 6 3 0  nm is high for oxymyoglobin and l ow for 
metmyoglobin . The reverse is true at 5 8 0  nm . The d i f ference 
of these two values indicates a brighter color . 
van den Cord and Wesdorp ( 19 7 1 )  stated that . for 
refl ectance measurements , meat samples should ful fil l certain 
requirements . F irst , meat sl ices must be o f  suf f icient 
thicknes s  to prevent l ight transmiss ion . S econdly the muscle 
fiber orientation should be the same for all  samp l es mea­
sured . S amples with the fibers parallel to the surface give a 
higher reflectance than samples s l iced perpendicularly to the 
fibers . In the case o f  restructured meats , thi s second 
requirement may indicate a problem in us ing re flectance spec­
trophotometry as an obj ective measure of color . 
Huffman and Cordray ( 19 7 9 ) and Booren et al . ( 19 7 9 ) 
suggested that color deterioration occurs during process ing . 
Booren et al . ( 1 9 � 1a )  reported that mixing longer than 12 
min increased color deterioration ( convers ion to more met 
myoglobin ) in sectioned and formed steaks . Booren et a1 . 
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( 19 8 1b )  stated that vacuum mixing produced a less des irab le 
surface color in f ini shed steaks , but di fferences were small 
and a highly des irab l e  color was still present . S chwart z and 
Mandigo ( 1 9 7 6 )  observed a les s  des irable color with increased 
salt level s ,  but the use of sodium tripolyphosphate ( STP ) 
improved raw color scores . Huffman and Cordray ( 1 9 7 9 ) 
reported simi lar results us ing salt and STP and a l so stated 
that the color of restructured pork chops is less des irable 
than intact l oin chops . Huffman and Cordray ( 19 8 1b )  reported 
that increased salt levels were detrimental to raw color 
scores of restructured pork chops when evaluated at 0 and 
3 0  d .  
Restructured Meat Storage 
Obj ect ive tests for following organoleptic deterio­
rat ions in food products are highly des irable . One such test 
is the react ion of 2 -thiobarbituric acid ( TBA) with the 
oxidat ion products of unsaturated fatty acids to give a red 
p igment . The ma in oxidation product involved i s  malonalde­
hyde { Tarl adgis et al . ,  1 9 6 0 ) . TBA values were f irst used by 
Turner et al . ( 19 5 4 ) to quantitate rancidity in milk pro­
ducts . Younathan and Watts ( 19 59 ) found the TBA value to be 
a good indicat ion of rancidity in cooked products . Tarl adgis 
et al . ( 19 6 0 )  improved the procedure by el iminat ing the 
development of rancidity that · occured during the i solation 
procedure . They accompl ished this by requiring a · homogeni z ed 
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sample and a rapid distil l ation process .  Watts , ( 19 6 1 )  hypo­
thes i z ed that TBA is correlated with rancid odors and fla-
vors ; however , it i s  unclear how high · TBA values must be 
before undes irable odors or ranciQ flavors are detected . 
S chwartz and Mandigo ( 19 7 6 )  found that added salt 
and STP increased TBA values on fresh restructured pork . 
Neer and Mandigo ( 19 7 7 ) found that salt enhanced ranc idity 
but STP retarded its development in restructured cured pork . 
This may indicate that only in a cooked meat system will the 
phosphate function to protect flavor . Campbel l ( 1 9 7 6 )  found 
-
that TBA values increased with time for cooked restructured 
pork patties . Huffman et al . · ( 19 8 lb )  reported that TBA 
values of restructured pork ( prepared · from chunks , thin 
sl iced and ground pork) increased l inearly with increas ing 
salt levels ( O . o , 0 . 5 , 1 . 0  and 1 . 5 % ) . Booren et al . ( 1 9 8 la )  
also reported increased oxidation i n  restructured products 
with increased salt leve l s . Ockerman and Organisciak ( 19 7 9 ) 
reported rapid deterioration of both raw and cooked sens ory 
qual ity with the addition of salt in restructured bee f steaks 
and suggest antioxidants or phosphates be added for a more 
acceptable she l f  l ife . 
Hot Proces sing 
Hot process ing is used here as a descriptive title ; 
however , other terms are used to describe hot proces s ing .  
They include hot boning , ante-rigor excis ion , prerigor excis­
ion , accelerated process ing , high· temperature proc�s s ing ,  
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pre-chill proces s ing , hot cutting and proces s ing , process ing 
prior to rigor mort i s  and rapid process ing ( Kastner , 1 9 7 7 ) . 
Hot proces s ing is the removal of  muscle or muscle systems 
from the carcas s  prior to chi ll ing . This proces s ing system 
of fers both advantages and disadvantages ( as discussed in the 
introduction ) to the meat processor . Kastner ( 19 7 7 ) · states 
that to a large extent , succes s ful hot proces s ing hinges on 
minimiz ing or el iminating the adverse .ef fects . 
Advantages 
Henrickson ( 19 7 5 ) and Noble and Henrickson ( 19 7 7 ) 
reported that the space required to chill the edib l e  portion 
of a 6 0 0  pound cho ice beef carcass requires 8 0 % less space 
-than conventional ly chilled whole carcas·ses . McLeod et al . 
( 1 9 7 3 ) estimated that i f  hot processed lamb primal cut s could 
be satisfactorily conditioned in cartons , conditioning space 
requirements could be reduce� to about 1 0 %  of the space the 
present process requires . Removal of  bone and excess fat 
prior to chi l l i ng can s ignificantly decrease energy costs . 
Assuming that a l l  bone and excess fat are removed be fore 
chil l ing , total savings in re frigeration could be 5 0 %  or more 
when the edible port ion o f  a 6 0 0  pound choice grade beef 
carcass is compared with ah intact carcass ( Henrickson , 
197 5 ) . Henrickson ( 19 8 1 )  reported that a 6 0 0  pound cho ice 
0 
grade carcas s ,  cooled from 1 0 0  to 3 2  F ,  possesses approxi-
mately 3 1 , 8 2 4  BTU ' s  of energy . The lean port ion ( 6 2 % )  · would 
have a total of 2 1 , 5 0 0 , fat 5 , 6 3 0  and bone 4 , 4 0 0  BTU ' s .  When 
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the bone and surplus fat are removed , the rema ining edible 
porti on wi l l  have 2 4 , 3 1 6 BTU or a 2 4 %  lower energy require­
ment . Kastner et al . ( 19 7 3 ) reported hot processed s ides of 
beef shrank 2 %  less than conventionally processed s ides mea­
sured at 4 8  h postmortem . Taylor et al . ( 19 8 1 )  reported that 
hot proces s ing and vacuum packaging wil l  reduce evaporat ive 
losses and increase product yield . Mandigo ( 19 6 7 and 19 6 8 ) 
stated that hot process ing pork carcasses could reduce 
" in plant " holding time by 2 1  h for fresh cuts and 1 1 7  h for 
cured cuts compared to conventional process ing . Kastner 
( 19 8 3 ) stated that hot process ing would el iminate the need 
for shrouding , neck p inning , scribing and operat ions needed 
to support these functions and reduce labor used in fabrica­
tion operations by as much as 2 5 % . 
Hot processed meat that is in the prerigor state has 
funct ional advantages .  Prerigor muscle has a greater water 
holding capac ity which can increase product tenderness , j uic­
iness and yield ( Hamm , 19 6 0 ) . The extractabi l ity o f  salt­
soluble proieins is also a ffected by the prerigor state . 
When bl ended in a 3 %  salt solution , prerigor beef yields 4 8 -
5 0 %  more extractabl e  salt solubl e  prote ins than post-rigor 
meat ( S affle and Galbreath , 19 6 4  and Acton and S a f fl e , 19 6 9 ) . 
Johnson and Henrickson ( 19 7 0 )  found prerigor normal -pH meat 
to contain 6 9 . 9 % more extractable salt-solubl e prote in than 
postrigor normal -pH meat . They l imited the ir conclus ions to 
normal -pH meat because prerigor muscl e that has a l ow-pH has 
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only 7 . 3 % greater extractabil ity than postrigor low-pH mus ­
cle . Trautman ( 1 9 6 4 ) and Acton and Saffle ( 19 6 9 ) both found 
that prerigor meat had a much greater emuls ion capac ity than 
post-rigor meat because o f  the increased salt- soluble protein 
extraction . 
Disadvantages 
Apple ( 19 8 1 )  indicated that one disadvantage o f  hot 
process ing is packaging . The flaccid ; sticky nature o f  pre-
rigor muscle produces a high leaker rate and unattractive cut 
distortion in vacuum packages . Cross et al . ( 19 8 1 )  stated 
that a maj or problem with hot process ing is our present 
grading system . At the present time there is no system which 
exists for determining the qual ity or yield grades for hot 
processed meat . Marsh ( 19 8 1 )  stated that muscle is in a 
dynamic state until rigor is established . The muscle wil l  
respond t o  conditions that are imposed o n  i t  as  i f  i t  were 
l iving ti ssue and these conditions wil l  influence the proper­
ties of the end-product . When exposed to heat or col� · the 
tissue may undergo heat or cold induced shortening ( Locker 
and Hagyard , 19 6 3 ; Davey and Gilbert , 19 7 6 ) . _ O f  much greater 
importance 
Hagyar� , 
is  the phenomenon of cold shortening ( Locker and 
19 6 3 ) , which may be accompanied by mas s ive tough-
ening . Skeletal restraint does not necessarily prevent its 
occurrance (Marsh , 19 8 1 ) , but certainly does reduce its 
intens ity , so removal of this deterring influence by hot 
processing clearly increases the l ikel ihood of shortening and 
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toughening probl ems . A third potential cause o f  shortening 
is thaw rigor . Thi s  is the great contraction-l ike e ffect , 
associated with toughening and drip exudation , that accom­
panies · the rap id thawing of meat previously fro z en be fore 
rigor comp l etion (Marsh and Thompson , 1 9 5 8 ; Marsh , 19 8 1 ) . 
Hamm and Van Hoo f  ( 19 7 1 )  reported that mechanical stimul ation 
such as grinding may also cause fiber shortening . 
Tendernes s  
Tenderness i s  an important property o f  meat . Goll 
et al . ( 19 7 4 ) reported that stromal prote ins contribute to 
"background toughnes s "  and myofibrillar prote ins are said to 
create " actomyos in toughness " . There are two proposed _expla­
nations o f  how myo fibril lar proteins affect tenderness : ( 1 )  
when the ATP concentration fal l s  too low to ma inta in disso­
ciation of the myos in heads from the actin filament , the 
formation o f  actin-myosin cross-l inkages makes the muscle 
more inextens ible and �igid and ( 2 )  shortening of the muscle 
fiber. results in increased actin-myos in overlap and greater 
filament dens ity ( Coon , 19 8 2 ) . 
Collagen found in connective tissue is the maj or 
cause of background toughness . Gol l  et al . ( 19 6 3 ) reported. 
that there i s  essentially no change in the total �mount of  
muscle collagen as an animal increases in  age ; however ,  the 
percent col lagen solubil ity decreases . This decrease in 
solubil ity is the result o f  increased formation o f  inter-and 
intra-molecular cro s s l inks which give col lagen its structural 
so  
integrity . Tenderness problems associated with prerigor 
meat may be primarily myo fibri llar in nature ( Coon , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
Chill ing is a stimulus that can produce contractu�es 
in the striated muscles of both the ovine and bovine · species 
( Locker and Hagyard , 19 6 3 ; Marsh and _Leet , 19 6 6 ) . Th is is 
cal led " cold shortening" and it occurs when pre-
0 
rigor muscle is exposed to a temperature near o C ( Locker and 
Hagyard , 19 6 3 ) • This " cold shortening " phe.nomenon is 
expla ined by the influence of  temperature on the membrane 
system of  the sarcoplasmic reticulum ( SR )  • When 
0-· 
prerigor muscle drops below 15 c ,  the ATP-driven calc ium 
2+ 
pump of  the SR which transports Ca ions from the sarco-
pl asm into the 
2 +  
SR is thought to be inact ivated . 
Therefore , Ca ions are released from the sarcotubular sys-
tem ; they activate the myos in adenos ine triphosphatase 
(ATPase )  and , consequently , initiate the onset o f  rigor mor­
tis ( Bendal l ,  19 7 3 ) . The crossbridge formation between actin 
·and .myos in which allows these two components to s l ide past 
one another , results in the shortening of the sarcomere 
length . This shortening causes the myofibril lar prote ins . to 
overl ap and is referred to as myofibrillar .toughness ( Solo-
man , 19 8 0 )  . Heat shortening is less of a problem than cold 
shortening , but it can s igni ficantly alter meat tenderness in 
certain instances . .The amount of shortening i s  highly depen_-
dent on the rate of  heating . Drains field and Rhodes ( 19 7 5 ) 
reported that rap id heating can result in denaturation o f  
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contract ile prote ins before any shortening can occur , while 
slow heat ing will cause severe shortening of prerigor meat . 
Marsh and Thompson ( 19 5 8 ) reported that severe short-
ening coul d occur upon rapid thawing of  prerigor , frozen 
lamb . The more rap id the thaw rate , the more severe the 
shortening . The shortening is created by free z e  damage 
and ( or )  temperature · inhib ition of the calcium pump and re-
2+ 
sults in a rapid flow o f  Ca into the myofibril l ar regions 
as soon as thawing begins . Behnke and Fennena ( 19 7 3 ) found 
that by back tempering rapidly fro z en prerigor muscles at a 
high sub - freez ing temperature , sufficient metabol ic act ivity 
in the form· o f  ATP depletion and lactate accumulation can 
occur to prevent muscle fiber shortening . associated with thaw 
rigor . 
Temperature Conditioning 
One o f  the most important relationships concerning 
meat tenderness has been the effect of  postmortem temperature 
decl ine on muscle sarcomere length ( Locker and Hagyard , 1 9 6 3 ; 
Marsh and Leet , 19 6 6 ; Cassens and Hewbol d ,  19 6 7 ) . It is thi s 
relationship that provided the rationale for _ the devel opment 
of high temperature conditioning proces ses . Locker and 
Hagyard ( 19 6 3 ) reported that the amount of muscle . shortening 
prior to rigor was temperature dependent . The authors 
observed that bovine muscle excised prerigor was shown to 
0 0 
undergo minimal shortening ( 0  to 2 0 % )  if  held at l 4  to 19 c, 
0 
intermediate shortening at 3 7  c and exces s ive shortening 
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0 
{ 4 0  to 5 0 % )  i f  held bel ow 5 c during the prerigor period . 
S imi lar findings have been reported by others (Marsh and 
Leet , 19 6 6 ; Cassens and Newbold , 19 67 ; ) . However , Honikel et 
al . { 1 9 8 1 )  reported that the least amount of  shortening 
0 0 
occured between 6 - 1 0  and 16  c .  Cons iderable fiber short-
ening and toughening can occur when muscle is exposed to 
temperatures above or below this range . 
Locker ( 19 6 0 )  reported that the amount o f  muscle 
shortening prior to or during the onset o f  rigor-mort is 
af fected the ultimate meat tend�rness . - He reported that 
muscles which enter r igor mortis in a contracted state were 
tougher than those in a relaxed state . Marsh and- Leet ( 1 9 6 6 )  
observed a non-l inear relationship while studying the ef fects 
of muscle shortening on tenderness . They showed that tender-
. ness decreased with increased shortening from 0 to 3 0 %  of the 
relaxed length , peaked at 3 5  to 4 5 %  shortening and then 
increased with shortening greater than 5 0 % . Marsh and Carse 
( 19 7 4 ) reported that the ultimate actomyos in configurat ion 
result ing from varying degrees of overlap of  myos in and actin 
filaments explained the shortening/toughness relationship . 
Further they explain that when muscle fiber is in the highly 
contracted state ( 4 5 %  shortening ) , the thick f i lament (myo­
sin )  actual ly pen�trates the Z - l ine , caus ing structural 
damage to the myofilaments . Marsh et al . ( 19 7 4 ) stated that 
when parts of the muscle shortened 5 0 % , some local i z ed super-
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contract ion i s  s een t o  the extent o f  8 0 % shortening . I t  is 
this structural damage that is bel ieved to account for the 
increase in tendernes s and severe fluid losses from muscle in 
the highly shortened state . 
Prevention o f  cold shortening and the accompanying 
toughness is an obj ective of high temperature conditioning 
treatments ( West , 19 7 9 )  • Marsh and Leet ( 19 6 6 )  and Newbold 
and Harris ( 19 7 2 ) state that delaying the exposure of muscle 
to cold temperatures allows the normal postmortem changes to 
approach ultimate l eve l s  which would remove the e f fect o f  
cold shortening o n  meat tenderness . Bendal l  ( 19 7 5 )  suggested 
that cold shortening was minimi z ed by delaying exposure to 
cold temperatures until muscle pH reached a value below 6 . 0  
. and approximately 5 0% o f  the adenos ine triphosphate ( ATP ) had 
been depleted . The rates of pH decl ine and ATP depletion are 
temperature dependent , occurring 
0 
increases above 1 0  c ( Marsh 1 9 5 4 ) . 
faster as temperature 
Support ing thi s , Cassens 
and . Newbold ( 19 6 7 )  noted that the lower the temperature from 
0 0 
3 7  to 5 c ,  the longer beef sternomandibularis muscles took 
0 
to reach their ultimate final pH . However , at 1 c ,  the . pH 
0 
dropped faster than at 5 c .  Honikel et al . ( 19 8 1 )  reported 
that exposure o f  beef sternomandibularis muscles to a tem­
o 
perature o f  0 . 5  within the first 4 h postmortem resulted 
0 0 0 
in a faster pH decl ine than exposure to 7 . 5  , 14  or  3 0  c .  
This was bel ieved to be the result of  accel erated ATP turn-
over due to cold shortening , which requires ATP and results 
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in stimulated glyolytic activity . Jolley et a l . ( 1 9 8 1 )  ex-
posed sternomandibularis muscles to a range o f  temperatures 
0 0 
( - 1 to 3 0  C )  within 4 5  min o f  stunning . The authors observed 
accel erated postmortem metabol ism as measured by pH 
0 
decline when temperatures were increased above 1 0  c and from 
0 
cold shortening below 5 c .  This research would substantiate 
that of Locker and Hagyard ( 19 6 3 ) who stated that the optimal 
temperature for high temperature conditioning would appear to 
0 0 
be between 14  and 2 0  c since this range would exhibit high 
metabol ic activity with a minimal amount of  shortening . 
In addition to preventing excessive cold shortening 
in hot processed bee f , high temperature conditioning may also 
accelerate the aging process . Fukaz awa and Yasui , ( 1 9 6 7 ) 
stated that tenderi z�tion found during aginq was caused by 
the degradation of  Z - l ines within the sarcomeres .  Ol son et 
al . ( 19 7 6 )  bel ieved that the aging tendernes s  was attributed 
to myofibrillar fragmentation . Henderson et al . ( 19 7 Q )  
observed that Z -l ine degradation in excised bovine muscle 
0 
occurred much faster at temperatures above 2 5  c than at lower 
temperatures .  Ol son et al . . ( 19 7 6 )  reported_ myof ibril frag-
0 
mentat ion was faster in LD and ST muscles held at 2 5  c when 
0 
compared to muscles held at 2 ·c .  Ol sen et al . { 1 9 7 7 ) and 
Parrish ( 19 7 7 )  have suggested t�at the accelerated fragmenta­
tion observed with high temperature conditioning results from 
the increas ed activity o f  the protease cal cium activated 
factor . Parrish ( 19 7 7 ) proposed that this endogenous muscle 
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protease has been the agent responsibl e for myo fibril frag-
mentation , Z -l ine degradation and the disappearance of  tro-
ponin-T and the concurrent appearance of a 3 0 , 0 0 0 -dalton 
component . Locker et al . ( 1 9 7 7 )  indicat�d that gap filaments 
0 
are modified by aging and that higher temperature _ ( 3 7 C )  may 
weaken the actin attachment to . Z - l ines . 
Dutson · et a l . ( 19 7 5 )  provided additional evidence 
for accelerated aging when they observed that muscles which 
were prevented from shortening by the Tenderstretch procedure 
( Hostetler et al . 19 7 2 ) and subj ected to high temperature 
·conditioning were more tender than muscles that were sub-
j ected only to Tenderstretch . Locker and Daines ( 1 9 7 6 )  
raised the temperature o f  exci sed cold shortened muscle to 
0 
3 7  c during the final stages of rigor and reported that this 
- high temperature nul l i fied the toughness of  cold shortened 
muscles without a ffecting the amount of shortening . Moel ler 
et al . ( 19 7 6 )  and ( 19 7 7 ) suggest that the high temperature , 
low · pH conditions found in conditioned muscles would be 
conducive to disruption of lysosomal membranes and the con­
current rel ease of proteolytic enzymes into the muscle . 
Yates ( 19 7 7 ) stated that lysosomal proteolys is resulted in 
cl eavage of  the myosin molecule and , thus , disruptio"n o f  the 
actin-myosin interaction . Based on a study by Wu et al . 
( 1 9 8 1 )  1 it was concluded that high temperature 
0 
conditioning ( 3 7 C ) , resulted in a greater release o f  lyse-
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somal enzymes ( from lysosomes ) and a n  increase i n  col lagen 
solubil ity . 
While studying the effects of early-postmortem cool-
ing rate on beef tenderness , Lochner et al . ( 19 8 0 )  came to 
some interesting conclus ions . Their results indicated that 
( 1 ) except in very rapidly chil led , lean carcasses , cold 
shortening is not a s igni ficant determinant of tenderness ; 
( 2 )  the enhanced tenderness of  slowly chilled beef i s  not due 
primarily to the relatively prolonged avo idance o f  short-
ening- induc ive temperatures but to the accompanying retarda-
I 
tion o f  cool ing during the first 2 -4 h postmortem , when 
muscle temperatures are sti l l  above those assoc iated with 
cold shortening . Marsh et al . ( 19 8 1 )  reported s imilar re-
sults as they showed that beef tenderness i s  strongly influ­
enced by muscle temperature in the .first hours a fter slaugh­
o 
ter . Ma intenance o f  about 3 7  C within the longis s imus muscle 
during this t ime results in appreciable tendernes s  enhance-
ment � Marsh et al . ( 19 8 1 )  concluded that it is wrong to 
assume that aging commences only after the ful l  achievement 
of rigor-morti s  as reported by Davey and Gi lpert { 1 9 7 6 )  and 
·chrystal l and Devine ( 19 8 0 ) . Provided that temperature and 
pH of the musculature are maintained close to the ir in vivo 
values for 2 -4 h postmortem , qual ity enhancement i s  greatest 
and fastest during the very early post-slaughter period , 
while the tissue is st ill in a strictly prerigor condition . 
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These results would directly confl ict with those o f  Locker 
and Daines ( 19 7 6 ) . Marsh et al . ( 19 8 1 )  further concludes 
that the tenderiz ing i s  due primarily to an enzyme o r  enzyme 
system that is highly ( perhaps optimally )  act ive at a near 
neutral pH and a temperature of about 3 7  c .  Marsh ( 19 8 3 ) 
postulates that it i s  the combination of  a rel atively · high 
pH and a high temperature , rather than e ither o f  them sepa-
rately , that is respons ible for the rapid tenderiz ing in 
early-postmortem high temperature conditioned bee f . Debate 
continues on the possible mechanisms that exist to explain 
high temperature conditioning affect on meat tenderness .  
Certa inly more research i s  required in this area . 
Hot Process ing Systems 
Most hot process ing systems have rel ied on carcass 
and muscle or muscle system conditioning at elevated tempera­
tures or the conventional aging of hot processed muscle and 
muscle systems to prevent or minimi z e  any effects of pre­
rigor exc is ion and cold shortening in bee f steaks and roasts . 
S chmidt and Gilbert ( 19 7 0 )  hot processed one s ide o f  s ix beef 
carcasses to obtain muscle portions within 2 hr postmortem .  
Fol lowing fabrication , the excised muscles were vacuum pack­
a 
aged and conditioned at approximately 15 C until e ither 2 4  or 
48 h postmort.em . Compared with counterparts excised from 
0 
control s ides , chil l ed at 9 C until 2 4  h postmortem , the 
hot processed samples were generally equal or superior to the 
control s  in shear force and taste panel evaluations . S chmidt 
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and Kernan ( 19 7 4 ) hot proces sed muscle portions from one s ide 
of s ix beef carcasses at approximately 1 h postmortem . The 
0 
exc ised muscle portions were stored at about 7 c for approxi 
0 
mately 4 h ,  then were placed in a 1 c cooler overnight . The 
0 
control s  were cut from the conventional ly chil l ed ( 1  C )  
carcas s  s ides a t  8 days postmortem . D i f ferences in shear 
force and taste panel means were not s ignificant . Taylor et 
al . ( 19 8 0 )  excised and vacuum packaged subprima l s  from steer 
s ides within 1 to 2 h postmortem . At 3 h postmortem the 
0 
packaged cuts were condit ioned at 10  C for 9 h and chi l l ed 
0 0 
at 1 c .  The control sides were conditioned at 1 5  c for 7 h 
0 
and chil led at 1 c until 4 8  h postmortem whereupon sub-
primals were removed . The control and hot proces s ing treat-
ments were equivalent in organoleptic qua l ities but hot pro- . 
ces sed cuts had more des irable color . 
As an alternative to conditioning subprima l s , beef 
sides have been hot processed after a conditioning period . 
Kastner et al . ( 19 7 3 ) as sumed that a conditioning time would 
minimi ze or el iminate tenderness probl ems that might be as so-
ciated with prerigor excis ion . Kastner . et al . ( 19 7 3 ) 
reported that s ides held intact for 8 h post-mortem ,  then 
fabricated , produced hot processed cuts of  equal or superior 
value than the conventional treatment when cons idering yield , 
tenderness , color and fl avor . Henrickson et al . ( 19 7 4 )  
stated that conditioning s ides for only 3 h did not greatly 
reduce the tenderness of the product . Falk et al . ( 1 9 7 5 )  
59  
0 
reported that s ides conditioned at 16 c for 3 h exhib ited 
minor differences in tenderness when compared to convent ion-
ally chil led s ides . They suggest that the sl ight tenderness 
di fferences between hot-boned muscles and conventional ly 
ch illed muscles are not practical ly signi ficant . Kastner and 
Russell ( 19 7 5 )  suggest that i f  s ides to be hot proces sed were 
held until 8 h postmort�m the hot processed method was com-
parable to the conventional method . Kastner et al . ( 1 9 7 6 ) 
reported s imilar results and added that condi-
0 
tioning beef s ides at 1 6  c for up to 1 0  h post-morte� gave 
products with acceptable bacterial counts compared to conven-
t ionally chilled carcas ses . Drains field et al . ( 19 7 6 )  used a 
combination o f  the previous hot process ing methodol ogy . 
S ides were maintained at ambient temperatures for 3 h post-
mortem and the resulting hot processed muscl es were vacuum 
0 
packaged and conditioned at 10  C for 2 4  h .  When compared 
to s ides from conventional ly chilled a fter. conditioning at 
amb ient temperatures for 5 h postmortem , in general , hot 
process ing resulted in equal eating qual ity . The combination 
of high temperature conditioning and hot process ing together 
help to ensure a product that is equal or superior in palat­
abil ity and yield to their control counterparts . The combin-
ation also produce� a des irable product from an appearance 
and shel f l i fe standpo int ( Cross , 19 8 0 ; Kastner , 19 8 1 ) . 
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Restructured Products 
Pepper and S chmidt ( 19 7 5 ) found restructured bee f 
rol l s  from hot processed muscle t o  b e  comparable t o  those 
from conventional ly chil led and processed carcas ses . Hu ffman 
and Cordray ( 19 7 9 ) produced restructured pork chops from pre-
rigor and post-rigor pork . Restructured chops produced from 
either process ing method were found to be superior to intact 
pork chops . However , the color of restructured products was 
l ess des irable than intact pork loin chops . On the contrary , 
S eideman et al . ( 19 8 0 )  found restructured steaks formul ated 
from hot processed top rounds to be l ess des irable than 
counterparts from conventionally chilled and proces sed car-
casses when cons idering j uic ines s , texture , flavor and over-
al l satisfaction ratings . However , the hot processed steaks 
were more des irable when raw color was evaluated . 
Coon ( 19 e 2 ) concluded that with appropriate mod i f ica­
o 
tions ( such as tempering fro z en logs at - 3  C ) , the restruct-
uring process can a l l ow for the incorporat ion of prerigor 
beef into sect ioned and formed beef steaks � In  thi s  experi-
ment , the bind and tendernes s  of restructured , prerigor beef 
steaks were enhanced by increas ing salt , mix t ime and ( or) 
temper time . · Marriott et al . ( 19 8 3 )  found no cons i stent 
di fferences in obj ective or subj ective sensory tra its exhib­
ited by restructured chops from prerigor and post-rigor 
pork . 
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METHODOLOGY 
Experiment # 1 .  Characteristics o f  convent ionally 
chil led and prerigor conditioned bovine muscle from intact 
and ca strated males . 
Del ayed chil l ing . S outh Devon steers ( n= l O )  and 
bul l s  ( n=lO ) were s laughtered at 16 mo of  age with l e ft s ides 
0 
rece iving a 4 h delayed chill ( DC )  treatment ( 12 . 8  C )  
0 
and subsequently chi l l ed at 2 c .  Rib tissues from the 10-
12th rib sections were removed 7 d ,  postmortem , 
0 
vacuum packaged and stored at -2 5 C for further analy­
o 
ses . Right s ides were conventionally chil l ed ( CC )  at 2 c 
and otherwise treated identical to the DC treatment . 
Carcas s  data . Carcass data were coll ect ed 4 8  h 
postmortem from right s ides of  South Devon steers ( n= l O ) and 
bul ls ( n= lO ) . Data cons isted o f  marbl ing and maturity 
scores , final qual ity grades , adj usted subcutaneous fat 
thickness , estimated percentage kidney , pelvic and heart fat 
and l ongissimus area . Lean color and firmness scores at the 
12th rib interface were determined by experienced personnel 
us ing a 7 -point scale for each factor ( !=extremely soft or 
very . dark red ; 2 =very soft or dark red ; 3 =soft or moderately 
dark red ; 4=sl ightly soft or cherry red ; S=moderately firm or 
l ight cherry red ; 6=firm or very l ight cherry red ; 7=very 
firm or dark pink) . 
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Carcass temperature . Carcass temperature was mon­
itored us ing an IT6 6 0  Probe ( Electromedics , Inc . , Englewood , 
Colorado ) . Temperatures were taken from the center o f  the 
· longiss imus at the 7 -8th rib region . 
pH . Muscl e samples were removed from the longis s i-
mus muscle in the 6 -8th rib region at 1 ,  2 ,  4 ,  8 · and 2 4  h 
postmortem . Five grams of  fro z en ,  powdered meat sample were 
combined with 5 0  ml of 0 . 0 0 5 M iodoacetate and homogeni z ed 
for 1 min in a 2 5 0  ml blender j ar .  The pH was measured with 
a Beckman 3 5 6 0  Digital pH Meter � Beckman Industries , Inc . , 
Irvine , Cal i fornia ) . 
R-value . R-values were determined using the pro-
cedure o f  Coon { 19 8 2 ) with sl ight modi fcations {Appendix , 
Procedure 1 )  on four samples at a time in dupl icate . Muscle 
samples used were removed from the longissimus muscle in the 
6-8th rib region at 2 ,  4 ,  8 and 2 4  h postmortem . The modifi­
cation in the procedure was due to centri fugation capacity of 
eight ( 5 0 ·ml ) tubes at one time . The Beckman 3 5 6 0  Digital pH 
Meter was used to adj ust pH . Spectrophotometer readings were 
acquired from a Beckman DU spectrophotometer . 
Sarcomere l ength . Sarcomere lengths were determined 
on all  treatments us ing a procedure adopted from Cohen et al • . 
( 19 8 2 ) (Appendix , Procedure 4 ) . A Spectra Phys ics Laser with 
a He-Ne l amp (wavelength· = 6 3 2 . 8  nm) was used . 
Cook loss and Warner-Bratz ler Shear tests . 
0 
were thawed for 2 4  h at 2 C prior to cooking . 




· ( 2 . 5 4 em) were cooked to an internal temperature o f  7 9  c on a 
Farberware . electric " open hearth" broiler . Copper constantan 
thermocouples were used to monit·or steak temperatures .  Per-
centage cook losses were determined by subtracting cooked 
steak weight from raw steak weight and then dividing by raw 
steak we ight and multiplying by 1 0 0 . Steaks were c ooled at 
room temperature for 1 h prior to Warner-Bratz ler shear 
tests . S even , 12 . 7 . mm cores , were removed from each steak 
and sheared one time . 
S ensory evaluation . Panelists selection was based 
upon interest , avai l ab i l ity and cons istency of evaluat ion of 
the group during ten training sess ions . During tra ining , 
score sheets { f igure 1 )  and instructions ( figure 3 )  were 
outl ined . A variety o f  intact muscle tissues , cooking times 
and temperatures were used to provide examples over the 
entire scale of characteristics j udged . Group discus s ions 
were held after each training sess ion to ·re fine sensory 
impress ions o f  the panel ists . E ight individual s  were 
selected to participate on the panel . 
in individual booths under red l ights � 
Panel ists were served 
Three sess ions were 
held each week with five samples being evaluated at each 
sess ion . Each sample was evaluated us ing an a -point scale 
with 8 being extremely tender , j uicy , intense flavor or no 
connective tissue res idue and 1 be ing extremely tough , dry , 
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bl and or abundant connective tissue res idue . Steaks were 
0 
cooked at to an internal temperature of  7 0  c in a convention 
oven ( Toastmaster ,  Algonquin , I l l ino is ) . Copper-constantan 
thermocouples were used to monitor · steak temperatures . 
0 
Samples were held at a copstant 5 0  c us ing the double bo iler 
system described by Caporaso ( 19 7 8 ) . 
Statistical analys is . Results were analyz ed us ing a 
2 sex by 2 chi l l  treatment factorial · arrangement o f  treat­
ments in a spl it plot des ign ( Steel and Terrie , 1 9 8 0 )  with 
sex as the main e f fect and chill treatments as the subplots . 
Ten repl ications were used with repl ications b eing repre-
sented by individual animals .  Data was analy z ed us ing least-
squares equations . The Statistical Analys is System ( 19 8 2 ) 
( SAS Institute , Raleigh , North Carol ina ) was used to calcul-
ate treatment means and detection of treatment di fferences . 
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Experiment #2 . The e ffects o f  s ex and delayed chi l l  
o n  the b iophysical and organol eptic properties o f  chunked and 
formed beef steak . 
Meat s ource . S outh Devon steers ( n= l O ) and bul ls 
( n=l O )  were s laughtered at 1 6  mo of age with the chucks from 
0 
the left s ides boned and trimmed fol lowing a 4 h ( 12 . 8 C )  
delayed chil l  ( DC )  treatment while the chucks from the right 
0 
s ides were boned fol lowing a 4 8  h ( 2  C )  conventional chi ll 
( CC )  period . All l ean and fat used in the steak formul ation 
originated from the chuck and plate . 
S teak preparation . Boneless chucks had heavy con-
nective tissue s inews removed manual ly and were needle ten-
deri z ed ( Ross TC 7 0 0 , Ross Industries , Midland , Virginia ; 
2 . 5 4 em advance setting ) three times . Tenderi z ed chuck was 
ground through a 2 . 5 4 em plate ( Hobart Mixer-Grinder ; Hobart 
Manufacturing Co . , Troy , Ohio ) . The fat source ( chuck and 
plate ) was fine flaked through an Urschel Comitrol ( model 
3 6 0 0 )  using a 12 0 head (Urschel Laboratories , Valparasio , 
Indiana ) prior to mixing . Each chuck was used to p repare - a 
9 . 1- kg batch formulated to an approximated + 5 %  fat content . 
Lean tissue was estimated to contain 6 - 9 %  fat , thus 1 0 %  fat 
( by weight ) was added to the iean in order to approximate a 
15 % fat content . Fat and salt ( 0 . 5 % )  were added during _ the 
first 3 0  s o f  bl ending and batches were mixed ( Lel and Food 
Mixer 1 0 0  DA , Lel and Detroit Mfg . co . , Detro it , Michigan ) for 
10 min . Three , 1 kg samples , were removed from each batch , 
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hand- formed in Cryo-Vac bags and vacuum packaged . The logs 
0 
were crust fro zen in a -3 0 C freezer to an internal 
0 0 
temperature o f  -3  c ,  then tempered at - 3  c for 12 h .  Fro-
2 
z en logs were pressed 1 . 7 2 MPA ( 2 5 0  lbsj in ) using a cyl ind-
2 
rical tube ( 6 2 em ) and a Carver laboratory pres s . Pressed 
logs were cleaved ( Hobart Commercial S l icer 17 12 ; Hobart 
Manufacturing , Troy , Ohio ) into 2 . 54 em thick steaks , vacuum 
0 
packaged and fro z en at -2 5 C for later analyses . 
Proximate analyses . Raw steaks , representative of 
each treatment , were analyzed in dupl icate for percentage 
moisture , fat , protein and ash us ing a mod i ficat ion o f  AOAC 
( 19 7 5 )  standard procedures . One sample was used to determine 
moisture ( oven drying , AOAC 19 7 5 ) , fat ( soxhlet , AOAC 1 9 7 5 )  
and protein ( Kj eldahl , AOAC 1 9 7 5 ) . A separate samp l e  was 
used to determine percentage ash (AOAC 1� 7 5 )  • 
TBA analys i s . . The thiobarbituric acid ( TBA) 
procedure of  . Tarladgis et al . ( 19 6 0 )  was. used ( Appendix , 
Procedure 2 )  was adopted from Tarladgis et al . ( 19 6 0 ) . TBA 
values were determined at one week and 9 0  d fol l owing steak 
preparation . Dupl icate values were measured for each treat-
ment at each test time . 
Steak color . Fabricated steaks were evaluated with 
a Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 2 0  equipped with the Color Analy­
z er Refl ectance Attachment . Each repl icate of  each treatment 
was measured four times ( 2  readings for each o f  2 steaks ) . 
The reflectance attachment measured a rectangular 2 x 8 mm 
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area o n  the meat surface . Maj or fat areas were avo ided . A 
magnes ium block was used for 1 0 0 %  refl ectance . Obj ective 
color measurements were determined us ing % re fl ectance at 6 3 0  
nm minus % re fl ectance at 5 8 0 nm (van den Cord and Wesdrop , 
19 7 1 )  . Re flectance at 6 3 0  nm is high for oxymoglob in and low 
for metmyoglobin . The reverse is true at 5 8 0  nm . Therefore 
a higher value indicates a brighter color . 
Cooking procedures 
Al l steaks used for sensory evaluat ion , cook loss 
determinations and Lee-Kramer analyses were cooked to an 
0 
internal temperature o f  7 0  c in a convention ·oven ( Toast-
master , Algonquin , I l l ino is ) . Internal temperature was men-
itored us ing copper-constantan thermocouples inserted into 
the center of the steaks . Steaks were blotted dry and cook-
ing losses were determined by weighing before - cooking and 1 
h fol l owing cooking a fter cool ing . Total cook loss was 
p�rtitioned into evaporative and drip losses (Appendix , Pro-
cedure 3 ) . Foll owing cook loss determinations , steaks were 
used for Lee-Kramer shear tests . Sensory evaluation samples 
0 
were held at a constant 5 0  C us ing the double boi l er system 
described by Caporaso ( 19 7 8 ) . 
Lee Kramer 
steaks were trimmed to 4 5  x 4 5  mm and we ighed . The 
Lee-Kramer shear press (Model SP-11 ) was equipped with a 1 3 6 5  
kg manual dial proving ring with a 2 0  s cell speed . Shear 
force was determined by dividing the peak force by the sample 
68  
we ight and multiplying by 1 0  ( kg force/ 1 0  g sample ) .  
S ensory evaluation 
Pane l i st sel ection was based upon interest , ava il-
ab ility and consi stency of  evaluation o f  the group during 10  
tra ining sess ions . During training , score sheets ( figure 2 )  
and instructions ( f igure 3 )  were outl ined . A variety of 
intact and restructured muscle tissues , cooking t imes and 
temperatures were used to provide examples over the entire 
scale of  characteristics j udged . Group discus s ions were held 
after each tra ining sess ion to refine sensory impres s ions of 
-
the panel ists . E ight individual s  were selected to partici-
pate on the panel . Panel ists were served in individual 
booths under red l ights . Each sample was evaluated for 
tenderne�s , j uic ines s , flavor; bind and connective tissue 
res idue . Three sess ions were held each week with f ive sam-
ples being evaluated at each sess ion . S amples were evaluated 
us ing an a -point scale with 8 being extremely �ender ,  j uicy , 
intense flavor , extreme bind or no connective tissue res idue 
.and 1 being extremely tough , dry , bland , no bind or abundant 
connective tissue res idue . 
Statistical analysi s . Results were analyz ed us ing a 
2 sex by 2 chil l  treatment factorial arrangement o f  treat­
ments in a spl it p lot design ( Steel and Torrie , 19 8 0 )  with 
sex as the main e ffect and chill treatments as the subplots . 
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Ten repl icat ions were used with repl ications being repre­
sented by individual animal s .  The Statistical Analys i s  Sys ­
tem ( 19 8 2 , SAS I nstitute , Raleigh , North Caro l ina ) was used 
to calcul ate treatment means and detection o f  treatment dif­
ferences . 
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ABSTRACT 
South Devon bul ls  ( n=10 ) and steers ( n=1 0 ) were 
sl aughtered at 16 mo of age . The right s ides were conven­
e · 
tionally chil led ( CC )  at 2 C while the left s ides were de­
c 
iayed chi l l ed ( DC )  for 4 h at 12 . 8  c and subsequently moved 
0 
to the 2 C cooler . Bul ls  exhib ited heavier carcasses , larger 
longiss imus ( LD )  area , less subcutaneous fat and l ower US DA 
yield grades . Steers possessed higher marbl ing scores and 
more des irab l e  l ean texture . Bul l s  and DC s ides exhibited 
higher LD temperatures 2 and 4 h postmortem . Bul l s  and cc 
sides tended to have higher 2 and 4 h pH values . R-va lues 
and cooking l os ses were not af fected by sex or chil l  treat- · 
ment . Sex had no a ffect on Warner-Bratz ler ( WB )  values ; 
however , DC steaks had lower WB values than steaks from cc 
sides . Steers possessed sl ightly longer LD sarcomeres but no 
dif ference was observed between chill  treatments . Sensory 
panel ists j udged steers to be superior in tenderness , flavor , 
j uiciness and connective tissue res idue . Steaks from cc 
· s ides were rated more tender than steaks from DC s ides , but 
no dif ferences were detected for the other sensory traits . 
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INTRODUCTION 
One o f  the most important relationships concerning 
meat tenderness has been the e ffect o f  postmortem temperature 
decl ine on muscle sarcomere length ( Locker and Hagyard , 
19 6 3 ; Marsh and Leet , 19 66 ; Cassens and �ewbold , 19 6 7 ) . 
Post-slaughter chi l l ing is a stimulus that can produce con-
tractures in the straited muscles of both the ovine and 
bovine species ( Locker and Hagyard , 19 6 3 ; Marsh and Leet , 
19 6 6 )  . Thi s  phenomenon is cal l ed " cold shortening" and it 
occurs when prerigor muscle is exposed to temperatures near 
0 
o c ( Locker and Hagyard , 1 9 6 3 ) . Prevention o f  cold short-
ening and the accompanying toughness is an obj ective of high 
temperature conditioning (HTC ) (West , 1 9 7 9 ) . 
In addition to preventing fiber shortening , HTC may 
accelerate the aging process . Dutson et a l . ( 1 9 7 7 ) and 
Moel l er et a l . ( 19 7 6  and 19 7 7 ) concluded that increased 
tendernes s  as soc iated with HTC muscle may be caused by an 
increased act ivity o f  lysosomal catheps ins . Lochner et al . 
( 1 9 8 0 )  and Marsh et al . ( 198 1 )  concluded that increased 
tenderness associated with delayed chill bee f was not due to 
the prevention o f  cold shortening but rather the maintenance 
of high temperature and high muscle pH for 2 -4 h postmortem . 
Carcas s  fat cover may serve as a muscle insul ator 
preventing rapid chil l ing of prerigor muscle , thus , prevent-
ing cold shortening . But , consumer resi stance to excessive 
fat in red meat and the role of producer economics wil l  cause 
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leaner l ivestock to be marketed which may be subj ect to cold 
shortening ( Crouse and S eideman , 19 8 4 ) . 
Jacobs et al . ( 19 7 7 ) reported that on a bonel ess 
basi s , bul l carcasses conta ined 5 8 %  less crude fat and 2 3 %  
more crude protein than steer carcasses . However , research 
by ( F ield , 19 7 1 ; Arthaud et al . ,  19 7 7  and Gregory et al . ,  
1 9 8 3 )  has shown that bul l meat is  less tender and generally 
receives lower overall acceptab il ity ratings when compared to 
steers . The potential for intact males to be an ef fic ient 
source o f  lean beef hinges op the abil ity to enhance its 
muscle tendernes s . Therefore , the obj ectives o f  thi s  study 
were to determine the effects of delayed chi l l ing ( 4  h ,  
0 0 
12 . 8  C )  vs conventional chill ing ( 2  C )  on carcas s  character-
istics and the biochemical and sensory properties of meat ob-
tained from S outh Devon bulls and steers . 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Delayed Chil ling 
S outh Devon steers ( n=l O )  and bul l s  ( n=1 0 )  were 
sl aughtered at 1 6  mo of age with left sides receiving a 4 h 
0 0 
delayed chi l l  treatment ( 12 . 8  C )  then chi l led at 2 c .  Right 
0 
s ides were conventional ly chilled at 2 c .  Rib t i s sue from 
the 1 0 - 1 2 th rib section was removed seven days postmortem , 
0 
vacuum packaged and stored at - 2 5  C for further analyses . 
Carcass Data 
Carcas s  data ( �SDA ,  19 7 6 )  were col lected 4 8  h post­
mortem from the right s ides of South Devon steers ( n= l O } and 
bul ls ( n=1 0 ) . Data coll ected included marbl ing and maturity 
scores , final qual ity grades , adj usted subcutaneous fat 
thickness , est imated percentage kidney , pelvic and heart fat 
and longiss imus muscle area . Lean color and firmnes s  scores 
at the 12th rib interface were determined us ing a 7 -point 
scale . s even was very firm or very dark p ink and one was 
· extremely soft or very dark red . 
Carcass Temperature 
Carcas s  temperature was monitored us ing an IT 6 6 0 
Probe ( Electromedics , Inc . , Englewood , Colorado ) . Tempera­
tures were taken from the· center of the - longiss imus at the 7 -
8th rib region at - 1 ,  2 ,  4 ,  8 and 2 4  h postmortem . 
96  
pH and R-values 
Muscle samples were removed from the longiss imus 
muscle in the 6 - 8  r ib region at 1 ,  2 ,  4 ,  8 and 2 4  h post-
mortem and used in the pH and R-value analyses . Muscle pH 
was determined by adding 5 g of meat sample to 5 0  ml o f  0 . 0 0 5  
M iodoacetate solution , homogeniz ing in a 2 5 0  m l  bl ender for 
1 min , and measuring pH . The method to determine R-values 
was a modification of that used by Coon et al . ( 19 8 3 ) . The 
R-value determinat ion involved homogenation o f  4 g o f  froz en 
muscle in 4 0  ml of  0 . 9  M perchloric ac id ( room temperature ) .  
The resultant s lurry was centrifuged for 1 0  min at 3 0 0 0  x g .  
The supernatant was filtered through Whatman no . 1 filter 
paper and the pH was adj usted to pH 6 . 0 - 6 . 5  us ing 2 . 0  M 
potass ium hydroxide . After chill ing in an ice bath for 3 0  
min , the solution was again filtered through Whatman no . 1 
fi lter paper . . The filtered extract was comb ined with a 
phosphate buf fer ( pR 6 . 5 , 0 . 1  M potass ium phosphate ) us ing 
0 . 3  ml o f  extract and 8 . 7  ml of buf fer . This s olut ion was 
thoroughly mixed and the absorbance was measured at 2 5 0  and 
2 6 0  nm . The R-value was def ined as the rat io o f  absorbance 
at 2 5 0 nm over the absorbance at 2 6 0  nm ( Honikel and Fischer , 
19 7 7 ) . 
Cook Loss and Warner-Bratz ler Analyse s  
steaks used for cook loss determinations and Warner-
Bratz ler shear analyses were cooked to an internal tempera­
a 
ture of 7 0  c on an open hearth Farberware gril l . S teaks were 
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0 
thawed at 2 C for 2 4  h prior to cooking . Internal tempera-
ture wa s measured by copper-constantan thermocouples inserted 
into the center of the steaks . Percentage cook loss was 
determined by subtracting cooked steak we ight from raw steak 
we ight and then d ividing by raw steak we ight . Steaks were 
cooled at room temperature for 1 h prior to WB shear tests . 
Seven , 1 . 2 7 em cores were removed from each 2 . 5 4 em steak . 
Samples were sheared perpendicular to the l ong axi s of  the 
muscle fibers . 
S arcomere Length 
S arcomere length was determined us ing a l aser dif-
fraction technique described by Cohen et al . ( 19 8 2 ) . A small 
piece of  LD m�scle was cut with known orientation o f  the 
fibers . Ten individual fibers were teased out and mounted 
between a . gl ass s l ide and a cover s l ip us ing a drop of 2 %  
glutaraldehyde . The sample was placed in the path of  the 
laser beam in order to produce di ffraction bands on a screen . 
Sarcomere lengths were calculated us ing the fol l owing for-
mula : 
- 3  
d = ( 6 3 2 . 8  X 1 0  urn) X ( D ) . 
s 
- 3  
where d is  eqUal to the sarcomere length ; ( 6 3 2 . 8  x 1 0  ) is 
the wavelength of radiation in microns ; D is  the d i stance in 
mil l imeters between the spec imen-holding device and the 
screen ;  s is the di stance (mm) between the Oth and 1st order 
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diffraction band . Throughout this experiment D had a con-
stant value of 1 0 0  mm . 
Sensory Evaluation 
Panel ist selection was based upon intere st , avail-
ab il ity and cons istency of  evaluation during ten training 
ses s ions . ·ouring training , score sheets and instructions 
were outl ined . A variety of  intact muscl e tissues , cooking 
times and temperature were used to provide examples over the 
entire scale o f  characterist ics j udged . Group discuss ions 
were held after each training sess ion to refine sensory 
impres s ion of  the panel ists . E ight individual s were sel ected 
to part icipate on the panel . Panel ists were served in indiv­
idual booths under red l ights . Three sess ions were held each 
week with five samples being evaluated at each sess ion . Each 
sample was evaluated us ing an a -po int scal e . An 8 was de-
fined as extremely tender , j uicy , intense flavor or no con-
nective tissue res idue and 1 was extremely tough , dry , bl and 
or abundant in connective tissue res idue . Steaks were cooked 
0 
to an internal temperature of  7 0  C in a convect ion oven 
( Toastmaster , Algonquin , I l l ino is ) . Copper-constantan therm-
ocouples were used to monitor steak temperatures .  S amples 
0 
were held at a constant 5 0  C during serving us ing a double 
boiler system as described by Caporaso ( 19 7 8 ) . 
S tatistical Analyses 
Analys is o f  variance was calcul ated us ing a 2 sex by 
2 chill  treatment factorial arrangement of treatments in a 
9 9  
spl it-plot des ign as described by Steel and Terrie ( 19 8 0 )  
with sex a s  the ma in effect and chill treatments a s  the 
subplots . Ten repl ications were used with rep l ications being 
represented by i ndividual animals .  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Carcas s  Traits 
Means and standard errors for carcass traits are 
presented in table 1 .  Intact males possessed heavier 
( P< 0 . 0 5 )  carcas s  we ights , larger ( P< O . O l )  longiss imus ( LD )  
muscle areas and exhibited signi ficantly ( P< O . O l )  l e s s  12th 
rib subcutaneous fat than steers . There fore , bul l s  had sig­
ni ficantly { P< O . O l )  lower USDA yield grades ; however ,  steers 
displ ayed higher ( P< O . O S )  marbl ing scores . The e ffects of  
castrat ion on carcas s  traits are in general agreement with 
other reports {Arthaud et al . ,  19 6 9 , 1 9 7 7 ; Field , 1 9 7 1 ;  
Jacobs et al . ,  19 7 7 a ) . Castrates exhibited a f i rmer ( P<O . O l )  
lean texture which i s  cons istent with ( Field , 1 9 7 1 ; Se ideman 
et al . ,  19 8 2 ) . The lack o f  a s igni ficant sex e ffect on color 
scores of  lean is general ly cons istent with results of 
Tennesson and Price ( 19 8 0 ) . 
Carcas s  Temperature 
Longiss imus mean temperatures and standard errors for 
sex and chil l  treatments are presented in tab l e  2 .  Bul l s  had 
a slower rate o f  carcas s  temperature decl ine in the LD thus 
possessing higher ( P< O . O l )  temperatures at 2 and 4 h post­
mortem . The larger LD muscles of bul l s  ( table 1 )  probably 
resulted in a s lower chill  rate which is in agreement with 
( Crouse et al . ,  1 9 8 3 ) . 
1 0 1  
DC s ides exhibited signi ficantly ( P< O . O l )  higher LD 
temperatures at 2 and 4 h postmortem . Lochner et al . ( 19 8 0 )  
and Marsh et al . ( 19 8 1 )  reported that tendernes s  improvement 
caused by higher chi l l  temperature is due , not to the ma in-
tenance o f  temperatures above the cold shortening range for 
the first 1 0 - 12 h postmortem , but rather to the s low decl ine 
of temperatures during the first 2 -4 h postmortem . However , 
LD temperatures o f  all s ides in this study at 4 h postmortem 
0 
were lower than the 3 7  C temperature suggested by Marsh et 
al . ( 1 9 8 1 )  a s  neces sary to promote high temperature condi­
tioning effects . 
Chucks were removed from all DC s ides at 4 h post-
mortem and used in other research . That removal confounded 
temperature data as seen in the 8 and 2 4  h values in table 2 .  
Because removal o f  the chucks may have a ffected LD pH and R­
values after 4 h postmortem , only data through 4 h wil l  be 
presented . 
pH and R-values 
pH and R-values were monitored as a measure of post­
mortem glycolytic rate and their means and standard errors 
are presented in table 3 .  Bul l s  tended to have higher LD pH 
values with a s igni f icant ( P< 0 . 0 5 )  difference at 2 h postmor-
tem . one would have expected a higher glycolytic rate and 
more rapid pH decl ine in the higher temperature bul l  LD . 
1 0 2 
Seideman et al . ( 1 9 8 2 ) suggested that because o f  the ir temp-
erament , bul l s  may be more eas ily stressed than steers re­
sulting in low quantities o f  glycogen . Higher pH values of 
bul l s - may reflect l ower glycogen quantities . 
DC longiss imus muscles exhibited a trend toward lower 
pH values at 2 and 4 h postmortem . DC longis s imus muscle 
would have been expected to have increased glycolyt ic activ­
ity and lower pH values due to their elevated temperature , 
early postmortem . 
In the normal progre�s ion o f  rigor , the adenine 
nucleot ides - ( ATP , ADP and AMP ) are converted to inosine 
monophosphate , inos ine and hypoxanthine . By extract ing these 
compounds from musc l e  and measuring their relat ive concentra­
tions us ing absorbance maxima ( adenine nucleotides maxima 
approximately 2 6 0  nm ; inosine compounds maxima approximately 
2 5 0  nm ) , the ratio o f  high energy compounds to the ir break­
down products can be obta ined ( Coon et al . ,  19 8 3 ) . An in­
creasing R-value ( absorbance at 2 5 0  nm divided by absorbance 
at - 2 6 0  nm) would indicate a decrease in the relative amount 
o f  ATP . Neither sex nor chill treatment affected ( P> 0 . 05 )  R­
value change . R-values did increase over t ime indicating a 
disappearance o f  the adenine nucl eotides from 2 to 4 h post­
mortem . 
S arcomere Length and Warner-Bratz ler Analyse s  
Meat tendernes s  is determined by two components of 
muscl e ,  namely connective tissue (principa l ly col lagen ) and 
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the myo fibril lar prote ins involved i n  the contractile process 
(Marsh , 1 9 7 7 ) . Col lagen cros sl inking increases with age such 
that the older the animal , the stronger the collagen fibril s  
and the less tende� the meat . The contracti l e  proteins 
change very l ittle with age ; however , shortening of the 
myofibri l s  wil l  cause a decrease in sarcomere lengths which 
wil l  result in less  tender meat . Both components can be 
analyz ed ,  but sarcomere length measurements are obtained more 
quickly and eas i ly than collagen determinations . 
Castrates had longer ( P< O . OS )  LD sarcomeres than 
intact males ( tabl e  4 ) . Chil l  treatment had no ( P> O  . . O S )  
affect o n  LD sarcomere length . Sarcomeres l engths reported 
in this study are similar to those presented by Will et al . 
( 19 7 9 ) but shorter than those reported by Hostetl er et al . 
( 19 7 5 ) . 
steers possessed longer sarcomeres and this differ­
ence was refl ected in lower WB shear values but the differ­
ence was small and not signi ficant ( P< O . O S ) . WB values were 
. 3 3 kg greater for . meat from bul ls than from ste�rs { table 
4 ) . Thi s  result i s  consistent with Field · ( 19 7 1 )  who observed 
that in seven o f  seven studies reviewed , bul l beef had higher 
shear force values thari steer beef ; however , the amount of  
the dif ference was never greate� than . 6 5 kg/ 1 . 2 7 em core . 
DC longiss imus steaks exhibited lower ( P< O . O S )  WB 
shear values ( table 4 )  than CC steaks . This result di ffers 
1 0 4  




( 1 6 c vs 2 C )  did not affect WB shear values ; 
however ,  thi s  result i s  -cons istent with that o f  Lochner et 
al . ( 19 8 0 )  and Marsh et al . ( 19 8 1 )  who also reported that 
high temperature conditioning improved meat tenderness . 
Cooking and Sensory Characteristics 
No d i fferences were observed in cooking losses due to 
sex or chi l l  treatment ( table 4 ) . Crouse et al . ( 19 8 3 )  
stated that bul l s  had greater ( P< O . O l )  cooking losses than 
steers ; however ,  chi l l  treatment had no affect on cooking 
loss . 
S ensory panel means and standard errors are presented 
in table 5 .  Bul l s  were j udged by panel ists to be less 
( P< O . O l )  tender than steers . This is cons istent with reports 
by Ntunde et al . ( 19 7 7 ) and Gregory et al . ,  ( 19 8 3 ) . Reagan 
et al . ( 19 7 1 )  stated that steaks from bul l  carcas ses were 
cons iderably more variable in tenderness than were those from 
steer - carcasses . However ,  in this study , bul l s  were only 
sl ightly more variable in tenderness than steers . 
Differences in tenderness between· bul l s  and steers 
were re fl ected in differences between sensory ratings 
( P< 0 . 0 1 )  for the amount of connective tissue res idue . Bulls 
were j udged by panel ists to have cons iderably ( P< 0 . 0 1 )  more 
detectable connective tissue than steers . S ensory detectable 
connective tissue res idue was also highly correlated with 
overal l  tenderness ( r� . 68 ) . This indicates that variation in 
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tenderness between sexes is primarily due to the sensory 
perception o f  connective tissue . Crouse et al . ( 19 8 3 ) also 
reported that the variation in tenderness associated with sex 
condition was related to the connective tissue component of 
meat rather than the myo fibril lar component . 
DC steaks had lower ( P< 0 . 0 5 )  initial and overal l 
tenderness scores than CC steaks . These apparent tenderness 
di fferences · caused by sex and chill treatment were not con­
s istently reflected by the WB shear values ( tabl e  4 ) . Per­
haps the WB shear and sensory panelists measure dif ferent 
components o f  tenderness . There was no ( P< O . O S )  di fference 
in connective tissue res idue ( table 5 )  as a ffected by chill 
treatment . 
Bull s  expres sed s ignificantly ( P< O . O l )  lower flavor 
and j uiciness scores than steers . In contrast , F ield ( 19 7 1 )  
and Jacobs et al . ( 19 7 7b )  reported l ittl e  d i f ference in 
flavor or j uic iness as affected by sex condition . However , 
Forrest · ( 19 7 5 )  . reported that bul ls were less j uicy , less 
flavorful and received lower overal l  palatabil ity scores than 
steers . crouse et al . ( 19 8 3 ) observed that bul l s  pos ses sed 
lower sensory flavor scores but found no difference in j uici­
ness . S ink et al . ( 19 8 3 ). reported higher express able j uice 
values for bul l s . than steers . There was no s igni ficant 
( P> O . O S ) d i f feren�e in sensory panelists perception o f  flavor 
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or j uiciness between either chil l  treatment . Crouse et al . 
0 
( 1 9 8 3 ) observed that high temperature conditioning ( 1 6 C )  
promote� · a more intense flavor than did convent ional chi l l ing 
0 
( 2  C ) ; however , no difference in j uiciness was detected . 
CONCLUSION 
Results o f  thi s  study indicate that bul l s  have 
leaner , heav ier muscled carc�sses that produce steaks less 
palatable than steers . Senso.ry panel scores indicate that 
connective tissue was highly assoc iated with tendernes s .  
This suggests that variation in tendernes s . was a ffected pri-
marily by connective tissue . Savell et al . ( 1 9 8 2 )  observed 
that blade tenderi z at ion increased the pal atab i l ity o f  bul l 
steaks . Perhaps , blade tenderiz ation used in conj unct ion 
with del ayed chi l l ing may produce intact mal e  · beef of 
acceptabl e  pal atab i l ity .  
TABLE 1 .  CARCASS DATA MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS 
FOR SOUTH DEVON BULLS AND STEERS 
Bull s  Steers 
Carcass weight , kg 3 3 9 . 3 * 3 14 . 3 0 * 
REA 8 8 . 8 9.* *  7 4 . 9 1 * *  
Fat thickness , em . 6 2 * *  . 9 6 * *  
KPH , % 2 . 0 5 2 . 4  
Yield grade 2 . 0 3 * *  2 . 9 1* *  
Marbl ing score sl ight 6 7 * small  0 8 * 
Firmness 4 . 9 * *  5 . 9 * 
Color 2 . 7 3 . 2 
1 
7 -point scal e : 1=extreme�y soft , 7=very firm .  
2 
1 0 7  
SE 
8 . 7 9 
3 . 2 0 
. 0 8 
. 1 4 
. 8 1 
14 . 9 4 
. 2 1 
. 2 8 
7 -po int scal e : 1=very dark red , 4=cherry red , 7 =very 
dark pink . 
* 
Means with l ike superscripts in the same row differ 
s ign i f icantly ( P< 0 . 0 5 ) . 
* *  
Means with l ike superscripts i n  the s ame row differ 
signi ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 1 ) . 
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TABLE 2 .  EFFECT OF SEX AND CHILL TREATMENT ON POSTMORTEM 
TEMPERATURE DECLINE IN THE LONGISSIMUS DORSI 
Longiss imus 
1 h 2 h 4 h 8 h 
steers 3 8 . 6  3 5 . 9 * *  3 0 . 2 * *  2 0 . 8  
Bul ls 3 8 . 6  3 7 . 1* *  3 2 . 1 * *  2 1 . 1 
SE . 2 1 . 2 5 . 2 7 . 2 7 
oe 3 8 . 7  3 6 . 9 * *  3 2 . 6 * *  2 1 . 2  
cc b 3 8 . 5  3 6 . 0 * *  2 9 . 7 * *  2 0 . 7  
SE . 1 1 . 1 6 . 10 . 17 
* *  
Means with l ike superscripts in the same column 
di ffer s igni ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 1 f . 
a 
b 
DC : Delayed Chi l l . 
cc : Convent ional Chil l .  
2 4  h 
4 . 3  
4 . 3 0 
. 17 
3 . 1 * *  
5 . 5 * * 
. 12 
1 0 9 
TABLE 3 .  EFFECT OF SEX AND CHILL TREATMENT 
ON PH AND R-VALUES 
a b 
Bul l s  Steers SE DC cc SE 
pH 
1 h 6 . 8 0 6 . 7 3 . 0 8 6 . 7 8 6 . 7 6 . 0 3 
2 h 6 . 6 3 * 6 . 4 2 * . 0 7 6 . 5 2 6 . 5 4 . 0 3 
4 h 6 . 3 5 6 . 19 . 0 8 6 . 2 4 6 . 3 2 . 0 3 
R-value 
2 h 1 . 2 9 1 . 2 5 . 0 12 1 . 2 7 1 . 2 7 . 0 10 
4 h 1 . 3 8 1 . 3 4 . 0 11 1 . 3 5 1 . 3 7 . 0 13 
a 
DC : Delayed Chil l . 
b 
CC : Conventional Chill . 
* 
Means with l ike superscripts in the same row dif fer 
signi f icantly ( P< O . 0 5 )  . 
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TABLE 4 .  EFFECT OF SEX AND CHILL TREATMENTS ON WARNER­
BRATZLER SHEAR VALUES ,  SARCOMERE LENGTHS AND COOK LOSSES 
Bul l s  Steers 
Sarcomere length , 1 . 5 3 * 1 . 6 4 * 
um 
WB , kg/ 1 .  2 7  em 7 . 12 6 . 7 9 
Cooking loss , % 2 0 . 9 2 3 . 4  
a 
DC : Delayed Chil l .  
b 
cc : Conventional Chill . 
* 
a b 
SE DC cc 
. 0 2 1 . 5 7 1 . 6 0 
. 2 5 6 . 7 3 * 7 . 1 8 * 
1 . 2 6 2 4 . 1  2 0 . 3 
Means with l ike superscripts in the same row d i f fer 
s igni ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 5 ) . 
SE 
. 0 2 
. 1 1 
• 9 
TABLE 5 .  EFFECT OF SEX AND CHILL TREATMENTS ON 
THE SENSORY EVALUATION OF BEEF LOIN STEAKS a 
b c 
Bul l s  Steers SE DC cc 
Tendernes s  - 1st 4 . 4 * *  5 . 4 * *  . 16 4 . 7 0 * 5 . 1 * 
impres s ion 
Tendernes s-overal l  4 . 8 * *  5 . 6 * *  . 16 5 . 0 * 5 . 4 * 
Connective�tissue 4 . 2 * *  5 . 7 * *  . 14 4 . 9  5 . 0  
res idue 
Flavor 4 . 9 * *  5 . 7 * *  . 1 4 5 . 3  5 . 3  
Juiciness 4 . 4 * *  5 . 5 * *  . 19 4 . 8  5 . 1  
a 
a -point scal e : S =extremely tender , intense flavor , 
j uicy or no connective tissue res idue , l=extremely tough , 




DC : Delayed Chi l l . 
cc : Convent ional Chil l .  
Means with l ike superscripts within the same row 
differ s igni ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 5 ) . 
* *  
Means with l ike superscripts ·within the same row 
differ s igni ficantly ( P< O . O l ) . 
1 1 1  
S E  
. 1 4 
. 1 3 
. 1 3 
. 1 3 
. 1 3 
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ABSTRACT 
S outh Devon cattle ( 1 0 bulls , 10 steers ) were sl augh-
tered to determine the effects o f  sex and postmortem tempera-
ture conditioning on the physiochemical and organoleptic 
properties of chunked and formed steak . The chuck from each 
left side was boned following a 4 h delayed chi l l  ( DC ,  
0 
12 . 8  C )  treatment , mechanical ly tenderiz ed and formulated 
into restructured �RS ) steak products . Chucks from the right 
s ides were boned fol l owing a 4 8  h conventi onal chi l l  ( CC ,  
0 
2 C )  period and otherwise treated identical to  the left 
s ides . Bull s  produced RS steaks less prone to  oxidative 
rancidity . RS steaks from bull s  exhib ited higher { P< 0 . 0 1 )  
cooking l osses and Kramer shear values . RS steaks from 
steers posses sed more ( P< 0 . 0 5 )  des irable obj ective color 
scores . DC steaks had higher ( P< O . O l )  color scores and 
higher ( P< 0 . 0 5 )  shear values than CC steaks . Tra ined s ensory 
pane l i sts determined that DC steaks had lower b ind values 
( P< 0 . 0 5 ) ; however , panel ists found no differences in tender-
nes s , j uiciness , flavor and connective tissue res idue for sex 
or chill treatment . There appears to be l ittl e  di f ference 
due to sex or chi l l  treatment in formulating s at i s factory 
chunked and formed steak product . 
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INTRODUCTION 
An increas ing demand for animal protein by a growing 
world populat ion makes it imperat ive that beef product ion 
efficiency increase .  Presently , the intact mal e  may offer 
potential for improving production efficiencies . Research 
indicates ( S eideman et al . ,  1 9 8 2 a )  that bul l s  ut il i z e  feed 
more effic iently , grow faster and produce a leaner carcass 
with more reta il product than steers . However , 7 0  percent of 
the bull carcas s  may cons ist of  cuts that are less tender and 
contain cons iderab l e  amounts of connective tissue . Increas ­
ing the value o f  these lower qual ity cuts , has ·economically 
pres sured 'the meat industry to develop the technology of 
restructured meat products .  Restructured process ing o f fers 
other advantages such as : ( 1 ) a controlled port ion s i z e ; ( 2 )  
a bonel ess p�oduct ; ( 3 )  control of fat content ; ( 4 )  conve­
nience and ( 5 )  intermediate value { Ferren , 19 7 2 ; Mandigo , 
19 7 4  and Bre idenstein , 19 8 2 ) . 
Chunking raw meat materials to form a restructured 
product works wel l  in the restructuring process ( Huffman and 
Cordray , 1 9 7 9 ) . The primary advantage of this  proce.ss is 
that the final restructured steak product has visual and 
palatabil ity attributes more nearly resembl ing intact steaks 
than restructured steaks made with flake-cut particles ( Huff­
man , 1 9 8 2 ) . Cross and Allen ( 19 8 2 ) state that bul l  meat has 
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low consumer acceptance because cooked meat from young bul l s  
is often l e s s  tender than steer beef . Restructuring , v i a  the 
chunking process ,  offers an opportunity to increase the ten­
dernes s  of bul l  meat , while still presenting the consumer an 
intermediate cost product , with a steak-l ike texture . 
The maximum util i z ation of  carcasses and conservation 
of ava ilable energy i s  essential to help minimi z e  the costs 
to the consumer ( Huffman et al . ,  19 8 4 ) . The present system 
of chi l l ing , reheating and rechill ing tons of  product each 
day has led to the concept of hot proces s ing ( Henrickson , 
19 8 2 ) . Hot processing is the removal of  bone and trim prior 
to chill ing the edible portion of the carcass . Henrickson 
( 1 9 7 5 )  states that total energy savings could b e  5 0 %  or more 
when hot process ing is compared to the present proces s ing 
scheme . Solomon and Schmidt ( 19 8 0 )  reported that hot pro­
ces s ing muscle may offer protein functional ity advantages to 
the restructuring process .  However , the use of hot pro­
ces sed , prerigor muscle for rest�ctured steaks may also 
have some disadvantages .  The principal disadvantage may be a 
decrease in tenderness due to cold shortening or thaw rigor . 
However , conditioning s ides at near phys iological tempera­
tures for a period of 3 - 6 h postmortem may allev i ate tender­
nes s  . prob lems associated with hot proces sed musc l e  ( Henrick­
son et al . ,  19 7 4 ; Falk et al . ,  19 7 5 ) . 
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The comb ination of restructuring and hot process ing , 
in conj unction with carcass conditioning , may of fer an excel­
lent ·process for improving the less  palatable �uts from bull 
carcasses . The purpose .of  this  study was to identi fy di ffer­
ences due to sex in the qual ity of chunked and formed beef 
steaks and to incorporate hot process ing and high temperature 
conditioning into the process ing scheme . 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
STEAK PREPARATION 
The restructuring proc�ss �mployed in thi s  study is 
presented in figure 1 .  South Devon steers ( n= l O ) and bul ls 
( n= lO ) were s laughtered at 16  mo of  age and the chucks from 
the left s ides were boned following a 4 h delayed chill 
0 
treatment ( 1 2 . 8  C )  while chucks from the right s ides were 
0 
boned fol lowing a 4 8  h conventional chil l  ( 2  C )  period . 
Boned and trimmed chucks were needle tenderi z ed ( Ross  TC 7 0 0 , 
Ross Industries , Midland , Virginia ;  2 . 5 4 em advance setting)  
three t imes to assure connective tissue breakdown , then 
ground through a 2 . 5 4 em plate (Hobart Mixer-Grinder ; Hobart 
Manufacturing Co . , Troy , Ohio ) . The fat source ( chuck and 
plate ) was f ine flaked (Urschel 3 6 0 0  Comitrol , 1 2 0 head ; 
Urschel Laboratories , Valparaiso , Indiana ) at a temperature 
0 
of -5  c prior to mixing . Fat and salt ( 0 . 5 % )  were added 
during the first 3 0  sec o f  blending and batches were mixed in 
a double-ribbon blender ( Leland Food Mixer 1 0 0  DA ; L�l and 
Detro it Manufacturing Co . , Detroit , Michigan) for 1 0  min . 
Each chuck was used to prepare a 9 . 1  kg batch formul ated to 
an approximated 1 5 %  fat content . Lean tissue was est imated 
to conta in 6 - 9 %  fat , thus 1 0 %  fat ( by weight ) was added to 
the lean in order to approximate a 15 % fat content . Three , 1 
kg samples , were removed from each bat·ch , hand- formed in 
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Cryo-vac bags and vacuum packaged . The logs were bl ast 
0 0 
chi lled in a - 3 0  C freezer to - 3  c ,  internal temperature , 
0 
then tempered at - 3  c for 12  h .  Frozen l ogs were pressed at 
2 2 
1 . 7 2 MPA ( 2 5 0  lb/ in ) using a cyl indrical tube ( 6 2 em ) and a 
Carver laboratory press .  Pressed logs were cleaved ( Hobart 
Commercial S l icer 17 12 ; Hobart Manufacturing co . , Troy , Ohio ) 
into 2 . 5 4 em thi ck steaks , vacuum packaged and froz en at 
0 
-2 5 c for later analyses . 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
Proximate compos ition �or fat , moisture , protein and 
ash was determined on dupl icate samples using a modi f ication 
of  AOAC ( 19 7 5 )  standard procedures .  One sample was used to 
determine moisture ( oven drying , AOAC 19 7 5 ) , fat ( soxhlet 
extraction , AOAC 19 7 5 )  and protein ( Kj eldahl , AOAC 19 7 5 )  . . A 
separate sample was used to determine percent ash ( AOAC 
19 7 5 )  . Thiobarb ituric acid ( TBA) values were determined in 
dupl icate us ing the procedure of Tarladgis et al . 
0 
after one wk and 9 0  d o f  frozen storage ( -2 5  C ) . 
COOKING PROCEDURE 
( 19 6 0 )  
All steaks used for sensory evaluation , cook loss 
0 
determination and Lee-Kramer analys is were cooked at 1 7 7  c to 
0 
an internal temperature o f  7 0 _ C in a convection oven ( Toast-
master) . Internal temperature was measured by copper-con-
stantan thermocouples inserted into the center of the steaks . 
Steaks were blotted dry and cook losses were determined 1 h 
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after cooking . Total cook loss was part itioned into evapora-
tive and drip loss es . 
Following cook loss determinations , steaks were used 
for Lee-Kramer shear tests . Sensory evaluation samples were 
0 
he ld at a constant 5 0  C us ing a double boiler system as 
described by Caporaso ( 19 7 8 ) . 
LEE-KRAMER 
Steaks were trimmed to a 4 5  x 4 5  mm s i z e  and we ighed . 
The Lee-Kramer shear press (Model SP- 1 1 )  was equ ipped with a 
1 3 6 5  kg manual dial proving ring with a 2 0  sec cel l speed . 
Shear force was determined by dividing the peak force by the 
sample we ight and multiplying by 10  ( kg forcej l O  g sample ) .  
COLOR ANALYSIS 
Fabricated steaks were evaluated with a Bausch-Lomb 
Spectronic 2 0  equipped with the Color Analyz er Reflectance 
Attachment . Each . repl icate of each· treatment was measured 
four times ( 2  readings for each of 2 steaks ) . The refl ect-
ance attachment measured a rectangular 2 x 8 mm area on the 
meat surface . Maj or fat areas were avo ided . A magnes ium 
block was used for 1 0 0 %  reflectance . Obj ective color mea-
surements were determined us ing % reflectance at 6 3 0  nm minus 
% refl ectance at 5 8 0  nm ( van den Oord and Wesdorp , 19 7 1 ) . 
Reflectance at 6 3 0  nm is  high for oxymyoglob in and low for 
metmyoglobin·. The reverse is true at 5 8 0 nm . There fore , a 
higher value indicates a brighter red color . 
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SENSORY EVALUATION 
Panel i st sel ection was based upon interest , ava il­
ab il ity and cons istency of evaluat ion during ten training 
sess ions . During training , score sheets and instructions 
were outl ined . A variety of intact or restructured muscle 
tissues , cooking times and temperatures were used to provide 
examples over the entire scale of characteristics j udged . 
Group discuss ions were held a fter each training sess ion to 
ref ine sensory impress ions of the panel i sts . E ight individ­
ual s were sel ected to participate on the pane l . Panelists 
were served in individual booths under red l ights . Three 
sess ions were held each week with five samples be ing eval­
uated at each· sess ion . Each sample was evaluated us ing an a ­
po int scale . An 8 was extremely tender , j ui cy ,  intense 
flavor , extreme bind or no connective tissue residue and 1 
wa s extremely tough , dry , bl and , no bind or abundant in 
connective tissue residue . Sensory evaluations were con­
ducted within a 9 0  d period from steak formulation . 
STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
Analysis o f  variance was determined us ing a 2 sex by 
2 chill  treatment factorial arrangement o f  treatments in a 
spl it-pl ot des ign as described by Steel and Terrie ( 19 8 0) 
with sex as the main ef fect and chill treatments a s  the 
subplots . Ten repl ications were used with repl ications being 
represented by individual animals . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The chemical compos ition o f  the chunked and formed 
steaks is presented in table 1 .  Restructured steaks from 
steers conta ined l ower ( P< O . O l )  amounts o f  moisture than 
steaks from bul l s . DC steaks from steers poss es sed lower 
( P< O . O l )  moisture percentages than CC steaks from steers 
( figure 2 ) ; however ,  DC and CC restructured steaks from bulls 
had s imi lar values . 
Chunked and formed steaks from bul l s  possessed a 
lower ( P< . O . O l )  fat content than steaks from steers ( table 
1 ) . cc steaks from steers exhibited lower ( P< O . O l )  fat 
percentages than DC steaks from steers ( figure 3 ) ; however , 
DC and cc restructured steaks from bulls had equal values . 
Percent fat di fferences of restructured steaks can be 
partially explained by the fact that the bul l s  were leaner 
than steers ( Paterson , 19 8 4 ) ; however ,  formulation error is 
probably the maj or cause contributing to . the proximate analy­
s is differences in fat and moisture . Booren et al . ( 1 9 8 la)  
reported that higher amounts of  inter- and intramuscul ar fat 
in the chuck as compared to the round made it more di ff icult 
to formul ate steaks to a constant fat level when us ing 
chucks . S imilar difficulties in estimating fat content of 
bul l and s·teer_ chucks probably led to the percentage fat 
dif ference in this study . This fat content d i f ference would 
affect percentage mo isture creating the interacti ons present . 
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Chill treatments did not affect percent protein , but re-
structured 
nif icantly 
steaks produced from intact males possessed sig­
( P< O . O l )  higher protein percentages than steaks · 
produced from castrated males . Lean tissue from bul l s  has 
been shown to contain higher percentages of protein than that 
o f  steers . (Jacobs et al . ,  1 9 7 7 ) . Percentage ash was not 
a ffected by s ex or chi l l  treatments . 
TBA values are reported in table 2 .  Differences in 
initial TBA values o f  steaks produced from bul l s  or steers 
. were not s igni ficant ( P> O . O S ) . DC steaks had s igni ficantly 
( P<O . O l )  lower initial TBA values than CC steaks . It  should 
be noted that DC chucks were held for a shorter t ime postmor­
tem prior to process ing which could have created the di ffer­
ence in TBA values . This would agree with previous research 
( Booren et al . ,  1 9 8 la )  who reported that l ower TBA values in 
sectioned and formed bee f steaks could be expla ined by 
shorter postmortem storage times prior to process ing . 
Restructured steaks from bul l s  possess ed . s igni fi­
cantly ( P< O . O l )  lower 9 0  d TBA values £or both chi l l  treat­
ments than restructured steaks from steers . This  difference 
could be due to a lower fat content . in the restructured 
steaks from bull s  ( table 1 ) . DC ·restructured steaks exhib­
ited lower ( P< O . O l )  9 0  d TBA values than cc steaks . The 
dif ference in the 9 0  d TBA values is similar to that pres ent 
at one week . This indicates that fat oxidation proceeded at 
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a s imilar rate for both chill treatments following the ini­
tial difference detected at one week . 
Tendernes s  as measured by the Kramer shear cel l  is 
reported in table 2 .  Chunked and formed steaks produced from 
bul l s  were s igni ficantly ( P< O . O l )  less tender than steaks 
produced from steers ; however ,  this signi ficant tenderness 
difference was not expressed by trained sensory panel ists 
( table .3 ) . Paterson ( 19 8 4 ) reported that bul l s  tended to be 
less tender than steers as measured by Warner-Brat z ler shear 
tests . This  inherent tenderness difference may have caused 
' the tenderness d i fferences detected by the Kramer shear · 
analyses in this study . Perhaps Kramer shear tests and 
sensory pane l i sts measure different components o f  tenderness 
in restructured steaks . 
DC restructured steaks were signi ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 5 )  
less tender than C C  steaks a s  indicated by higher peak shear 
force values . However ,  sensory panel ists did not detect 
s igni ficant tenderness differences between DC and cc chunked 
and formed steaks ( tabl e  3 ) . 
Chunked and formed steaks from bull s  exhibited 
greater ( P< O . O l )  total cook losses (table 2 ) . However , sex 
had no effect when cook losses were partitioned into evapora­
tive and drip loss fractions . 
water is a principal const ituent o f  lean meat and is 
inversely related to the fat content in a product . Due to 
the evaporation rate of water and the melting point of fat , a 
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high lean to fat rat io would allow greater losses o f  water in 
a product due to cooking ( Levick , 1 9 7 8 ) . Thi s  theory co in­
cides with the proximate analysis data ( table 1 )  as restruct­
ured steaks from bul l s  possessed a higher lean to fat rat io 
than restructured steaks from steers . Chi l l  treatment did not 
affect total cook loss nor evaporative loss , but DC steaks 
had higher ( P< O . OS )  drip losses than CC steaks . 
Surface color o f  chunked and formed beef steaks was 
obj ectively measured us ing %R6 3 0 -%R5 8 0  (van den Cord and 
Wesdorp , 19 7 1 ) . Using data collected from another experiment 
us ing these s ame cattle , Paterson ( 19 8 4 ) reported that bul ls 
tended to pos sess darke� 12th rib l ean color scores than 
steers . This d i f ference in lean color may have attributed to 
the s igni ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 5 )  lower ( darker) obj ective color 
values received by the restructured steaks from bul ls as 
compared to the restructured steaks from steers ( table 2 ) . 
DC steaks received s igni ficantly ( P< O . O l )  higher 
(brighter ) obj ect ive color values than cc steaks . Chucks 
were boned 4 h postmortem and aerobically stored prior to 
process ing into DC chunked and formed steaks . This process­
ing step may have created the more des irabl e  color exhib ited 
by the DC steaks . Previous research (Judge and Aberl e ,  19 8 0 )  
has shown that metmyoglobin formation in prerigor muscle can 
be reduced by aerob ic storage . 
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Trained sensory panel analysi s  results ( table 3 )  
indicated that sex had no affect on any o f  the sensory char­
acteristics tested . cc steaks rece ived higher ( P< O . O S )  bind 
values indicating a more cohes ive product than DC steaks . 
Chill treatment had no other effect on the sensory qual ities 
of the restructured steaks . TBA values ( table 2 )  indicated 
that l ipid oxidation had occurred to a s ign i f icant extent by 
d 9 0  . but -apparently not sufficient for detection by the 
sensory panel . These sensory panel results d i f fer with those 
of S e ideman et al . ( 19 8 2b )  wh� reported that hot-boned beef 
resulted in less  tender restructured steaks that posses sed 
less des irable flavor than steaks made from beef aged 4 8  h .  
However ,  steaks produced by Seideman et al . ( 19 8 2b )  were 
sl iced and formed restructured steaks and a conditioning 
period was not included in the process ing scheme . 
Field ( 19 8 2 ) stated that connective t i s sue is the 
largest s ingle problem in restructured chunked and formed and 
steaks . S ensory panel scores for connective t i s sue res idue 
were acceptable ( 6 . 0 or higher ) for the chunked and formed 
steaks in this study . It appears the proces s ing scheme used 
in the steak formulation ( figure 1 )  el iminated the problems 
associated with connective tissue . 
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CONCLUSION 
In summary , these data demonstrate that chucks from 
young bul l s  can be used as a raw material for producing 
satisfactory chunked and formed steaks . In addition , hot 
boning used in conj unction with a carcass condit ioning period 
can be succes s ful ly incorporated into the process ing scheme 
of chunked and formed beef steaks . Additional res earch is 
needed to further examine the a ffects of hot boning and 
carcass conditioning on the biophys ical and s ens ory proper­
ties of restructured steaks . 
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Figure 1 . PROCESS ING S CHEME FOR BEEF CHUNKE D  
ANO FORMED STEAKS • 
TABLE 1 .  EFFECT OF SEX AND CHILL TREATMENT ON THE 
CHEMI CAL COMPOS ITION OF CHUNKED AND FORMED BEEF STEAKS 
a b 
Bul l s  Steers SE DC cc 
Mo isture , % + 7 0 . 9 9 * *  6 8 . 9 5 * *  . 4 1 6 9 . 5 8 * *  7 0 . 3 6 * *  
Fat , % + 1 0 . 2 6 * *  1 3 . 0 7 * *  . 5 3 12 . 1 1 * *  1 1 . 2 3 * *  
Prote in ,  % 1 7 . 9 1 * *  1 7 . 17 * *  . 18 . . 1 7 . 5 5 1 7 . 5 4 Ash , % 1 . 3 0 1 . 2 8 . 0 2 1 . 2 9 1 . 2 9 
* *  
Means with l ike superscripts i n  the same row di ffe.r 
s igni ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 1 ) . 
+ 
Chil l  x s ex interaction , s ignificant ( P< O . O S ) , see 
figures 2 and 3 .  
a 
DC : De layed Chi l l . 
b 
CC : Conventional Chil l . 
1 3 2  
SE 
. 1 0  
. o a 
. 0 3 
. 0 1 
1 3 3  
TABLE 2 .  EFFECT O F  SEX AN D  CHILL TREATMENT ON TBA VALUES ,  
KRAMER SHEAR , COOK LOSSES AND OBJECTIVE COLOR VALUES 
a b 
Bul l s  Steers SE DC cc 
TBA Value 1 
o T ime . 5 6 . 6 3 . 0 4 . 5 3 * *  . 6 6 * *  
9 0  days 1 . 3 8 * *  1 . 6 1* *  . 0 6 1 . 4 2 * *  1 . 5 7 * *  
Kramer peak 2 
force 6 . 3 5 * *  5 . 6 4 * * . 12 6 _. 12 * 5 . 8 8 * 
Total cook 
loss , % 3 2 . 8 7 * *  3 0 . 0 5 * *  . 59 3 1 . 5 3  3 1 . 3 9  
Evaporat ive 
loss , % 2 0 . 2 5 19 . 4 8 . 7 1 18 . 9 9 2 0 . 7 4 
Drip loss , % 12 . 6 2 10 . 5 7 . 62 12 . 54 * 1 0 . 6 5 * 
%R6 3 0 -%R5 8 0  . 14 * . • 17 * . 0 0 9  . 19 * *  . 12 * *  
1 
mg malonaldehyde/kg meat . 
2 
kg force/ 1 0  g sample . 
* 
Means with l ike superscripts in the same row di f fer 
s ignificantly ( P< 0 . 0 5 ) . 
* *  
Me-ans with l ike superscripts in the same row 
di ffer s igni ficantly ( P< 0 . 0 1 ) . 
a 
DC : Del ayed Chi l l . 
b 
cc : Conventional Chill . 
SE 
. 0 1 
. 0 2 
. 0 8 
. 67 
. 9 0 
. 62 
. 0 0 7  
) 
TABLE 3 • EFFECT OF SEX AND CHILL TREATMENT ON S ENSORY 
EVALUATION OF CHUNKED AND FORMED STEAKsa 
b c 
Bul l s  Steers SE DC cc 
Tenderness 6 . 2  6 . 3  . 0 9 6 . 2  6 . 3  
Flavor 6 . 3  6 . 1 . 0 9 6 . 1  6 . 3  
Juiciness 6 . 2  6 . 3  . 1 6 6 . 2  6 . 3  
Bind 4 . 2  4 . 1  . 12 4 . 0 * 4 . 3 * 
Connective tis-
sue res idue 6 . 0  6 . 2  . 16 6 . 0  6 . 2  
a 







One to e iqht scale with eiqht beinq extremely tender , 
j uicy ,· intense flavor , extreme- bind or no connective tissue 
res idue and one beinq extremely touqh , dry , bland , no bind 
or abundant connective tissue res idue . 
* 
Means with l ike superscripts within the 
same row differ s iqni ficantly ( P< O . OS ) . 
b 
DC : Delayed Chill . 
c 
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I • Reagents : 
A .  0 . 9  M perchloric acid 
7 4 . 7  ml 7 0 -7 2 %  perchloric acid 1 L o f  solut ion 
B .  2 . 0  M potassium hydroxide 
112 . 2 2 g 1 L of solution 
c .  0 . 1 M potass ium phosphate buf fer ( pH 6 . 5 ) 
0 . 1  M monobasic • 13 . 61 g 1 L 
0 . 1  M dibasic � 17 . 4 2 g I L 
Monobasic : dibasic = 1 . 7 5 : 1 . 0  
I I . Procedure : ( conduct
' 
in dupl icate ) 
1 .  Weigh 4 g o f  powdered meat sample into a 
2 5 0  ml blender j ar .  
2 .  Add 4 0  ml o f  0 . 9  M perchloric acid . 
3 .  Homogeni z e  1 min . 
4 .  Transfer to 5 0  ml centrifuge tube and cap . 
s .  Centrifuge at 3 0 0 0  x G for 1 0  min . 
6 .  Filter supernatant through Whatman no . 1 
f ilter paper into 1 0 0  ml beaker . 
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7 .  Adj ust pH to 6 . 0  to 6 . 5  with 2 . 0  M potass ium 
hydroxide ( takes approx . 15 ml , use a buret ) . 
a .  Chil l in ice bath at least 3 0  min . 
9 .  Filter smal l  portion through Whatman no . 1 
filter paper . 
1 0 . Add 0 . 3  ml of extract to 8 . 7  ml o f  potass ium 
phosphate buffer . 
1 1 . Vortex solution thoroughly . 
12 . Z ero spectrophotometer to buffer . 
1 3 . Record absorbance at 2 5 0  and 2 6 0  nm . Rez eroing 
the spectrophotometer when changing wave l ength . 
1 4 . R-value = absorbance at 2 5 0  nmjabsorbance at 
2 6 0  nm . 
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PROCEDURE 2 
TBA DETERMINATION 
Tarl adgi s ,  B . G . , Watts , B . M . , Yonathan , M . T .  and Dugan , 
. L .  Jr . 19 6 0 . A distillation method for quant­
itative determination of malonaldehyde in ranc id 
foods . J .  Amer . Oil Chem . Soc . 3 7 : 4 4 .  
I . Reagents : 
A .  TBA Reagent . 0 . 0 2 M 2 -thiobarbituric acid 
in 9 0 % glacial acetic acid . Bring into 
solution by warming sl ightly in a boi l ing 
water bath . Solution must be perfectly clear . 
B .  HCL Solution . 1 part concentrated HCL to 
11 part s  water ( approx . lN) . 
II . Procedure : ( conduct in dupl icate ) 
1 .  Blend 1 0  g meat with 5 0  ml distilled water in 
blender for 2 min . 
2 .  Trans fer quant itatively to Kj eldahl flask by 
washing with two 25 ml aliquots of 1 . 0 N HCL . 
3 .  Spray a small amount of Dow Arti foam A into 
lower neck of the fl ask . Add a few saddl e  
stones to prevent bumping . 
4 .  Assemble apparatus on ·Kj eldahl dist i l l ation 
apparatus . 
5 .  Distill at highest obtainable temperature . 
6 .  Collect 5 0  ml distillate . 
7 .  Mix distillate , pipette 5 ml into 5 0  ml 
glass-stoppered tube , add 5 ml of TBA . 
a .  Stopper tubes , vortex contents , immerse in 
boil ing water bath for 3 5  min . 
9 .  Use a distilled water + TBA blank and treat 
l ike samples . 
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1 0 . After heating , cool in tap water for 1 0  min , 
trans fer to cuvette ,  read o . o . against bl ank 
at 5 3 8  nm . 
1 1 . Multip ly reading by factor 7 . 8  to convert to 
mg o f  maionaldehyde per 1 0 0 0  g o f  meat . 
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PROCEDURE 3 
COOK LOS S  DETERMINATIONS 
Raw steak weight = (pan wt + raw steak wt ) - pan wt 
Cooked steak wt � actual · wt from blotted , cooled steaks 
Percent total l oss = raw steak wt - cooked steak wt 
raw steak wt 
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Total loss = raw steak wt - cooked steak wt 
Percent evaporative l os s  � 
pan + raw steak wt - pan + cooked steak wt x % total loss 
total loss ( g )  
Percent drip l os s  • % total loss - % evaporative l o s s  
PROCEDURE 4 
SARCOMERE LENGTH DETERMINATIONS 
Reference : Cohen , S . H . , Segars , R . A . , Cardello , A . , 
Smith , J .  and Robbins , F . M .  19 8 2 . Instrumental 
and sensory analys is of the action of cathept ic 
enzymes on fl aked and formed beef . Food Micro­
structure . 1 ( 1 ) : 9 9 .  
Procedure : 
1 .  Muscle fiber bundles are fixed in 2 %  glutar­
aldehyde . 
2 .  Rinse in . 2  M phosphate buffer ( 2 - 1 0  m in 
washings ) .  
3 .  Tease fibers from bundles . 
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4 .  Mount 1 0  f ibers on glass sl ides with a drop of 
buffer . Place cover slip over top of s ampl·e and 
blot fluid from around �he edges o f  the s l ip .  
s .  Mount s l ide onto a holding device on the 
optical bench so that the fiber l ay in the 
path o f  the laser . 
6 .  Place the screen 1 0 0  mm from the sample . 
7 .  Record the distance between Oth and 1st order 
diffraction bands . 
8 .  Convert to sarcomere length us ing the f.ormula . 
-3 
d = ( 6 3 2 . 8  X 10 um) X ( D )  
s 
d = sarcomere length 
D • Distance from the muscle fiber to the screen 
on which the · dfffraction bands are formed . 
s = Distance (mm) between the z eroth and f irst· 
order diffraction bands . 
FIGURE 1 
PALATABILITY S CORE SHEET 
For Tra ined Descriptive A�tribute Panel 
Tendernes s  
( F irst Impression )  
8 Extremely tender 
7 Very tender 
6 Moderately tender 
5 Sl ightly tender 
4 Sl ightly tough 
3 Moderately tough 
2 Very tough 
1 Extremely tough 
Flavor 
( Intens ity ) · 
8 Extremely intense 
7 Very intense 
6 Moderately intense 
5 S l ightly intense 
4 S l ightly bland 
3 Moderately bl and 
2 Very bland 
1 Extremely bland 
Connective Tissue 
8 None 
7 Practical ly none 
6 Traces 
5 Sl ight 
4 Moderate 
3 S l ightly abundant 
2 Moderately abundant 
1 Abundant 
Tendernes s  
(Overall Impre s s ion) 
8 Extremely tender 
7 Very tender 
6 Moderately tender 
5 S lightly tender 
4 S l ightly tough 
3 Moderately tough 
2 Very tough 
1 Extremely tough 
Juiciness 
8 Extremely j uicy 
7 Very j uicy 
6 Moderately j uicy 
5 S l ightly j ui cy 
4 S l ightly dry 
3 Moderately dry 
2 Very dry 
1 Extremely dry 
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FIGURE 2 
PALATABILITY SCORE SHEET 
Tenderness 
8 Extremely tender 
7 Very tender 
6 Moderately tender 
5 S l ightly tender 
4 S l ightly tough 
3 Moderately tough 
2 Very tough 
1 Extremely tough 
Juiciness 
8 Extremely j uicy 
7 Very j uicy 
6 Moderately j uicy 
5 S l ightly j uicy 
4 Sl ightly dry 
3 Moderately dry 
2 Very dry 
1 Extremely· dry 
Bind Intens ity 
8 Extreme b ind 
7 Very strong b ind 
6 Strong bind 
5 Moderate b ind 
4 S l ight b ind 
3 Very sl ight bind 
2 Practical ly no b ind 
1 No bind 
Flavor 
Intens ity 
8 Extremely intense 
7 Very intense 
6 Moderately intense 
5 Sl ightly intense 
4 S l ightly bland 
3 Moderately bland 
2 Very bland 
1 Extremely b land 
Connective Tissue 
8 None 
7 Practically none 
6 Traces 
5 Sl ight · 
4 Moderate 
3 S l ightly abundant 
2 Moderately abundant 
1 Abundant 
1 4 8 
FIGURE 3 
Test Parameters and Evaluation Methods 
1 .  Tendernes s  ( first impression ) 
a .  Pl ace sample between back molars . 
b .  S l owly chew 3 times ( 3  seconds between chews ) . 
c .  Rank initial tenderness 1-8 based on degree o f  
res istance of first 3 chews . 
2 .  Tenderness ( overall impression )  
a .  Chew same test sample 7 more times ( 3  sec 
between chews ) • 
b .  Place samples firmly between back molars . 
c .  Use tonque to push/pul l sample from between 
molars to center of mouth . 
d .  Be conscious of degree of sample dis integrat ion . 
e .  Chew 1 0  more times ( 3  sec between chews ) . 
f .  Repeat c .  above . 
g .  Record overal l impression o f  tendernes s . 
3 .  Juiciness 
a .  Evaluate j uiciness during first 3 chews of 
sampl e .  
b .  Be cautious not to let initial tendernes s  
interfere . 
c .  Be conscious of moisture exuding from sample . 
4 .  Flavor · Intens ity 
a .  Evaluate during first 10 chews . 
b .  Evaluate intensity of flavor , not preference . 
5 .  Connective Tissue Res idue 
a .  After 2 0  chews , place rema ininq sample mass in 
center of tonque . 
b .  With t6nque pressed firmly against roof of 
mouth , initiate strong sucking action (mouth 
closed ; do not swallow) . 
c .  Connective tissue res idue wil l  hold in place 
and can be distinguished from other muscle 
components . 
6 .  Bind 
a .  Compl ete prior to chewing . 
149 
b .  Pl ace sample between back molars . 
c .  Pul l/push on sample with tongue . 




Res idua l 1 9  
To tal 20 
-
* ( P< . 05 . ) 
** ( P< . 0 1 . )  
Sourc e df 
Sex 1 
Rep ( Sex ) 1 8  
Temp 1 
Res idual 1 9  
Tota l 39 
* { P< . 05 . ) 
** ( P < . 0 1 . ) 
'-.:...§/ 
TABLE 1 .  ANALY S I S  OF VARIANCE FOR CARCASS TRAIT S 
Mean sguare s 
Hot F at Long i s s imu s Est . U SDA 
carcas s thick- mu scle KPH yield Marb l ing 
wt ness ar ea fat grade score --
3 1 3 4 . 7 * . 55** 9 7 6 . 5 1 ** . 6 1 3 . 83** 8405 . 0* 
7 7 2 . 7 8 . 0 7 1 02 . 2 7  . 20 . 3 3 2 2 3 1 . 7  
Long-
is s imus 
f irmness 
5 . 00** 
. 43 
TABLE 2 .  ANALY S I S  OF VARIANCE FOR LONGI S S IMUS pH AND TEMPERATURE 
Mean sguares 
pH pH pH pH pH Temp Temp Temp Temp 
1 hr 2 hr 4 · hr 8 hr 24 hr 1 hr 2 hr 4 hr 8 hr 
Long-
iss imu s 
f irmness 
1 . 2 5  
. 7 6 
Temp 
2 4  hr 
. 052 . 400* . 3 00 . 2 3 7  . 1 1 0 . 0 1 6  1 3 . 2 3* *  3 9 . 0 1 ** . 62 5  . 0 1 6  
. 1 0 1  . 08 6  . 1 2 0  . 1 08 . 07 2  . 8 50 1 . 2 5  1 . 44 2 . 9 1  1 . 1 0 
. 00 5  . 00 1  . 04 3  . 07 9  . 002 . 2 5 6  7 . 2 3* *  7 9 . 8 1  2 . 03 58 . 08 * *  





TABLE 3 .  ANALYS IS OF VARIANCE FOR R-VALUES 
Mean squares 
Source df R-2 hr R-4 hr R- 8 hr R- 2 4  hr 
Sex 1 . 0 2 1  . 0 17 . 0 0 1  . 0 04 
Rep ( S ex ) 18 . 0 0 6  . 0 05 . 0 0 6  . 0 07 
Temp 1 . 0 0 1  . 0 04 . 0 0 7  . 0 0 2  
Res idual 5 9  . 0 0 3  . 0 04 . 0 0 7  . 0 0 9  
Total 7 9  
- '  
* (pC.. OS . )  
TABLE 4 .  ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SARCOMERE 
source 
Sex 




· * ( P< .  0 5 . )  










. 1 1 9 * 
. 0 1 6  
. 02 9  
. 0 12 
-TABLE 5 � ANALYS IS OF VARIANCE FOR 




. 0 0 6 1  
. 0 0 2 5  
. 0 1 3 6 
. 0 0 3 5  
Source df Warner-Bratz l er 
Sex 








2 5 2 
2 7 2  
7 . 6 9 
1 7 . 2 9 
1 3 . 8 8 *  
3 . 4 4 
1 5 3  
1 5 4  
TABLE 6 .  ANALYSIS O F  VARIANCE FOR SENSORY 
EVALUATIONS OF INTACT STEAKS 
Mean squares 
Tenderness Tender-
1st im- ness 
Source df press ion overall 
Sex l. 
Rep ( S ex )  1. 8  
Temp l. 
Panel 7 
Res idual 2 65 
Total 2 7 2  
* ( P< . O S . )  
* *  ( P< . O l. . ) 
6 8 . 3 3 * *  4 9 . 5 8 * * 
3 . 9 1. 4 . 1.5 
1. 0 . 5 9 * 1.4 . 4 3 * 
1.5 . 2 7 8 . 0 5 
2 . 9 5 2 . 8 0 
Connective 
t issue 
Flavor Juiciness res idue 
3 7 . 0 1.* *  8 3 . 7 0 * *  1. 3 0 . 8 7 * *  
3 . 3 0 5 . 5 2 3 . 1 9 
. 3 1. 3 . 1. 9  2 . 3 4 
9 . 0 4 1.5 . 1.3 2 4 . 9 3 






Rep ( Sex ) 
T emp 
S X T 
R x T ( S ex ) 
Residual 
T otal 
* ( P< . 05 . )  
** ( P < . 0 1 . ) 
TABLE 7 .  ANALY S I S  OF VARIANCE F OR T BA ,  
LEE-KRAMER AND PROX IMATE C OMPOS IT ION 
Mean squares 
TBA TBA Lee- % % 
df 1 week 9 0  d Kramer Mo istur e F at 
1 . 1 0 2  1 . 1 0* *  49 . 06** .82 . 8 9 * *  1 5 7 . 7 0* *  
1 8  . 04 8  . 1 5 0  2 . 8 0  6 . 7 2 1 1 . 2 9 
1 . 3 6 7 * *  . 2 60** 5 . 8 2 *  1 2 . 0 5 * *  1 5 . 54** 
1 . 00 4  . 2 5 0  . 400 5 .  7 6  1 5 . 3 5 
1 8  . 02 5  . 0 7 0  4 . 2 1  . 9 4 0  2 . 3 8 
40 . 00 3  . 0 1 0  1 . 2 9  . 3 60 . 2 42 
7 9  
1 55 
% % 
Prot e in Ash 
1 1 . 0 1 ** . 00 9  
. 028 . 009 
. 002 . 00 1  
2 . 66 . 00 3  
1 . 0 7  . 00 9  
. 2 60 . 004 
TABLE 8 .  ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR COOK LOSS 
IN RESTRUCTURED STEAKS 
Source 
Sex 




* ( P< . 0 5 . ) 






3 9  
Total 
loss 
7 9 . 5 2 * *  
6 . 9 5 
. 19 6  




5 . 8 5 
1 0 . 1 2  
3 0 . 4 5 
12 . 3 5 
Drip 
loss 
' 4 4 . 3 1  
12 . 2 4 
3 3 . 6 7 * 
7 . 5 2 











TABLE 9 .  ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
OBJECTIVE COLOR VALUES 
·s ource 
Sex 




* ( P< .  O S . )  





5 9  
7 9  
Mean squares 
Color 
6 6 . 6 3 *  
1 5 . 14 * *  
4 7 1 . 7 9 * *  
9 � 3 0 
TABLE 1 0 . ANALYS IS OF VARIANCE FOR SENSORY 




1 5 7  
d f  
Tender­
ness Flavor Juicines s  res idue Bind 
1. 4 . 0 5 2 . 6 3 1. . 0 1 1 . 8 0 3 . 0 0 
1 8  3 . 0 1 1 . 3 0 4 . 0 1 4 . 11. 2 . 4 0 
1 . 6 1 - 2 . 6 3 . 6 1 2 . 4 5 5 . 7 8 * 
7 12 . 5 4 5 . 0 7 6 . 9 4 1. 6 . 3 5 5 6 . 2 0 
2 9 2  . 7 8 . 8 6 . 8 0 . 9 9 1 . 19 
3 19 
* ( P< . 0 5 . ) 
